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Media: a threat to race relations Seniors help
trustees guide
USD's future
Matt Morgan

Staff Writer

In a moving speech to a capacity crowd last
Thursday, the soft-spoken Dr. Sut Jhally de
fined media bias as the greatest threat to the
improvement of race relations in America,
not to mention the rest of the world.
"When Dr. King challenged America 20
years ago, nobody was confused about race,"
said Dr. Jhally. "Something has happened
over the intervening period toconfuse people.
If we can' t get over our confusion, our society
will surely self-destruct"These words marked
the beginning of a speech thatdoubtless caused
many people to evaluate their ideas about
race relations for a long time afterward.
Dr. Jhally, an associate professor of com
munications and cultural studies at the Uni
versity of Massachusetts at Amherst, took
much of his speech from his recent book,
"Enlightened Racism: The Cosby Show,
Audiences and the Myth of the American
Dream," in which he identifies racial stereo
types commonly supported in mass media,
particularly television and films. These ste
reotypes, he argued, are the primary roadsee RACE on page 3

Erik Carlton Wahl
Staff Writer

Students talked and the USD Board of Trustees lis
tened. On the afternoon of Friday, Feb. 26, a handful of
USD students packed their overnight supply kits and
headed east to meet with the University Board of Trustees.
The former chairman of the board, Earnest Hahn, re
quested the next educational meeting of trustees include
actual students and their opinions.
Associate Dean of Students Tom Cosgrove responded
by selecting a diversified group of active USD seniors to
attend the next gathering. This particular board meeting
marked the first time that students have been invited to
participate and give their positive remarks as well as their
constructive criticisms. Students in attendance were
Colleen Quick, Shane Bohart, Thomas Gambon, Jeff
Fluharty, Steven Chucri, Maribelle Cervantis and Jen
nifer Sporl.
The meeting took place in Palm Desert on Saturday and
lasted for nearly threehours. The students sat in thecenter,
surrounded by the Board of Trustees. This particular
technique has been appropriately called the fishbowl
discussion format Cosgrove commented, "I felt this

Dr. Sut Jhally addresses an audience of USD students
about the role of the media in race relations problems.

Election bylaws stir
conflict of interest
Greg Harkless

Alumnus exposed
to northern frontier

Editor in Chief

Chris Holub

Conflict between Associated Students election bylaws
and the VISTA's independent status has raised debate re
cently as AS elections draw near.
Article 8 of the AS election bylaws includes restrictions on
VISTA involvement in elections. It states "No VISTA adver
tisements will be permitted" and prohibits the VISTA from
endorsing any candidate "in the week prior to and during the
week of the election."
In past years, AS bylaws directly affected the VISTA,
which at the time fell under the jurisdiction of the student
government. In light of the VISTA's separation from AS last
fall, this is no longer the case.
"When the VISTA separated from AS, it was with the
intent of exercising Amendment 1 more freely," said Mele
Feazell, managing editor of the VISTA. "We should be free
to operate without constraints from the AS — and we have
up to now."
"It's an issue that hasn't been dealt with yet," AS President
Shane Bohart said, referring to the outdated bylaws. "It's
something that needs to be discussed."
As recently as February, a new clause prohibiting the
appearance of personal ads in the VISTA was added by the
student Senate.
"We aren't infringing rules on the VISTA; we are infring-

News Editor

see ELECTIONS on page 3

see TRUSTEES on page 3

"When in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes. I all alone
beweep my outcast state ..."
Lines of Shakespeare can be heard across the Alaskan outback
as one USD graduate proves that his diploma can open doors to
unusual opportunities. Chris McNulty, who last yearcompleted
his bachelor's degree in economics , is currently working as a

Alumni Profile
disc jockey for KNOM in Nome, Alaska.
Scenes from the popular television series, "Northern Expo
sure," have become a reality for the former VISTA Photography
and Economics Editor. It is not uncommon for a moose
annoucement to process a set of the Indigo Girls and Mozart on
the air waves of McNulty'ss broadcast. Similarities in name,
appearance and style have dubbed McNulty "The Real Northern
Exposure DJ."
Ironically his search for adventure and solitude has placed

Class of 1992 alumnus Chris McNulty on the air.
McNulty in the national media scene.
The program that led McNulty to the far reaches of
North America is the Jesuit Volunteer Corps (JVC). The
JVC sends volunteers throughout the United States to
work with the poor and needy. KNOM is a nonprofit,
Catholic radio station that is funded through the Diocese

see NORTHERN EXPOSURE on page 3
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'Chelsea exclaimed, 'Oh no. Don't
call her. She's too busy.
Call my dad."
"If the Church qualifies only the
'look-alike Jesus' for ordination
none of us would make the grade."
see pages 4-5
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• During an interview on ABC's "This
Week With David Brinkley," United Na
tions Secretary-General Boutros BoutrosGhali warned that UN troops could be
used to force peace upon those involved
with the Yugoslav crisis. Boutros-Ghali's
statements deviate from theU.S. stance, which
calls for U.S. troops to be used only to main
tain any future peace agreement — not to
create peace. There have also been reports
that the U.N. is designing plans to create a
force of 50,000 heavily-armed troops to enforceanynewpeaceagreements. Thecontingent would be placed under the control of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
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• Alexandr I. Solzhenitsyn, considered
Russia's greatest living author, has given
his support of a strong presidency to Boris
Yeltsin. Solzhenitsyn's letter of approval
was read on Commonwealth television Sun
day, and is suspected to help Yeltsin in his
confrontation with the Russian Parliament
this week. "Yes, the Russian Federation with
its size and diversity cannot exist without a
strong presidential authority, which should
be no weaker than that of the United States,"
wrote Solzhenitsyn. Solzhenitsyn is known
for his great works of literature, such as"The
Gulag Archipelago", which details his life in
Soviet labor camps.
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• The United States House of Representa
tives voted unanimously last week tofreeze
its pay at $133,644. The House's action
came as the final approval for an extended
jobless bill that was given. The bill, which
was immediately signed by President Clinton,
makes available $5.7 billion to the estimated
two million people who will exhaust their
unemployment compensation this year.
• Members of the American Brotherhood
Aimed Toward Education filed a lawsuit
in federal court Thursday in an effort to
overturn the state's helmet requirement
law. Steven Barron, president of the San
Diego chapter of ABATE, stated that the
helmet law should be disbanded because it
does not define whatconstitutes a helmet and
because it is based on the idea that it saves
lives. He attributes the decrease in motor
cycle fatalities following the laws implemen
tation to new safety classes required for any
one under 21.
• Storms last week along the East Coast
resulted in at least four deaths. The storms
stretched from Virginia, up through Mary
land and into New York. They resulted in
massive erosion, power outages and exten
sive structural damage to bridges and build
ings.

• In a recent meeting, developers, environ
mentalists, biologists, urban planners, at
torneys and government regulators dis
cussed thefuture of coastalsage habitats in
Southern California.
State scientists are expected to release a re
port next month detailing information con
cerning these habitats, which are home to
many forms of wildlife. Using this informa
tion, state and local officials, with the help of
the groups noted above, will then begin to
design permanent preserves.
• Los Angeles county has discreetly begun
forcing drug and alcohol rehabilitation
programs on some recipients of welfare
checks. Advocates for the poor have vowed
to fight the practice, which they say is dis
criminatory and designed to knock peopleoff
the welfare rolls. ThaWin, an attorney with
the Legal Aid Foundation, has indicated that
his group will be partaking in the battle.
Kathryn Barger,health deputy for Supervisor
Mike Antonovich, said, "We know it's going
on ... Mike's position is that if there are
people out there using it [welfare money] to
buy drugs, then we need to put a stop to it" It
has been noted, however, by officials that the
number of people referred to mandatory treat
ment has been lower than expected and that
initial predictions will likely never be met.
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ASST. NEWS EDITOR. Deric
Prescott; ASST. OPINION EDI
TOR, Mike Ward; ASST. SOCIAL
ISSUES EDITOR, Fiona Mills;
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Tischer; STAFF WRITERS: Mike

-sm
Concert. "Jazz in the French
Parlor" will be performed by
USD's Choral Scholars on
Thursday, March 11. The event
takes place at noon in Founder's
Hall. Free. Call x4486 for more
information.

Curry, Ftyan Garcia, Darren Potkey,
Sherri Bliss, Tanya Rodrigues, Matt
Morgan, Bryan Dobson, Erik Wahl,
Jennifer Blandford, Daniele Elliot,
John Touhy, DeVoe Treadwell,
Rhonda Nourse; PHOTOGRA
PHERS: Norman Choi, Jeff Jones,
Shannon Williams, Heather Petrig,
Jesse Dobson; ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES: TrippKerr,
Kristi Douglas, Cresta Olson, Adam
Beebe, Erik Wahl, Mike Fridolfs
i.:-:;:

The VISTA is located in the lower
level of the Hahn University Cen
ter, in the Publication's Office
(Rm. 114 B). Staff meetings are
held every Tuesday at noon in
the office. All those wishing to
write for the VISTA are encour
aged to attend. To reach an
editor, call either x8754, x8756
or x4584. Questions regarding
advertising should be refered to
Lilaatx4714.

The VISTA is published Thursdays during
the school year, breaks excepted. It is
written and edited by USD students and
funded by revenues they generate. Adver
tising material published is for informational
purposesonly, and is not to be construed as
an expressed or implied endorsement or
verification of such commercial ventures by
the staff or the University.

Business Update Seminar.
USD Profesor of Management,
Phillip Hunsaker, will discuss
"Promoting Creativity in Your
Work Team" on Friday, March
12 in the Manchester Executive
Conference Center at 8 a.m. with
a continental breakfast at 7:30
a.m. Fee. Call x4644 for more
information.
Study Abroad. Those interested
in studying abroad during the
summer or fall of 1993 at USDaffiliated programs in: Spain,
I!
France, Germany and Italy. The iff
deadline is March 15. Applica si®
tions are available in F134. Call
x4553 for more information.
Family Breakfast Club. "How
Much is Your Family-Owned
Business Worth?" will be
disscussed on Thursday, March
18 from 7:30 - 9:30 a.m. in the
Manchester Executive Confer
ence Center. Fee. Call x4644

for more information.
Economics Club. Club LaissezFaire holds meetings every Thurs
day at 11:15 p.m. in Olin 227. The
club focuses on economics and its
effects on society. The club also
has speakers and social events.
Contact Dr. Alan Gin for further
information.
InterVarsity Christian Fellow
ship. Come experience the power
of God through prayer, worship,
Bible study and fellowship.
Meetings are held Thurdays at 7
p.m. in Serra 304. Call Jeff Jones
at 576-2151 for more information.
Scholarship Announcement.
Through the offices of Dr. Jeanne
Brinks Rigsby, Professor Emeritus
at USD, a scholarship of $600 will
be awarded each year to one
student registered in USD's
affiliated programs in Southern
France. Candidates must be
French majors and must register
for course work while in France.
Interested students should inform
Dr. Jaques Wendel (Dept. of
Foreign Languages and Literature)
in writing as soon as possible.
Communication Studies Society.
The CSS meetings will be held

every other Tuesday in Camino
111 at 12:30 p.m. The Tuesday,
March 23 meeting will feature a
guest speaker, Dr. Linda
Linstrom, from the American
Humanics Program. All majors
are encouraged to attend.
Institute for Quality and
Productivity. "How Does TQM
Impact the Human Resources
Professional?" will be discussed
by James Beatty on Wednesday,
March 24 in the Manchester
Executive Conference Center
from 7:30 - 9:30 a.m. Fee. Call
x4644 for more information.
Awards Banquet. Columnist/
author Richard Louv and Out
standing Alumna of the Year
Yvette Fontaine are featured at
the USD School of Education's
Alumni Association Recognition
Dinner. The event takes place
on Saturday, March 13 at 6 p.m.
in the UC. Contact Gabie
Adams at x4540 for more
information.

To have your event posted
in this section come by the
Vista office and fill out a
Post It form.
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• ELECTIONS
continued from page 1

ing rules on thecandidates,"said Vivian
Attisha, 1993 AS elections chairper
son.
"I don't think the VISTA should be
used as a campaign strategy," Attisha
said. "It's [the VISTA] for news and
news only. We're just trying to make
the campaign asfair as possible foreach
candidate."
Presidential candidate Tom Vertetis
agreed. "What AS is trying to do is
protect the dignity and reputation of the
candidates," Vertetis said. "They have
to weigh thecreativity of the candidates
with the potential damage. It's a very
protective measure, but it's a fair one."
On the other hand, presidential can
didate Valerie Attisha noted that, "If a
candidate wants to advertise in the
VISTA, it's his or her business. I can see
both sides — it's a touchy topic."
Though the motion to prohibit per
sonal ads as a campaign tool easily
passed the Senate, there were dissent
ing voices. "It's censorship," said
Megan Baker, senior senator. "I don't
think they [AS Senate] should be able to
do this." Jen Hardin, who was the
VISTA's College Life editor lastsemes
ter,said that, although shedoesn'tthink
theVISTA should be used asa campaign
platform, "AS doesn't have the author
ity to prohibit the VISTA's activities."
According to some sources, though,
there is more at issue than the relation
ship between AS and theVISTA. Many
believe that the bylaws are too restric
tive and need to be reassessed. Last
semester, in the race for vice president
of programming, Nicki O'Brien was
charged with a number of violations in
her campaign againstMike Hodges that
she saw as suspect. "The rules are still
somewhat vague because there are ex
ceptions to every rule," she said.
O'Brien also suggested that the rules
are notnecessarily applied fairly. "There
are things that get overlooked in land

slide races," she said. "When the race is
close, like mine was, the committee
suddenly becomes a stickler for the
rules."
One of the rules O'Brien was ac
cused of breaking last year dealt with
classified advertising. "A friend bought
a classified that read, 'Good Luck,
Nicki.' It's ridiculous. The committee
can't expect us to watch our friends 24
hours a day."
Dr. Larry Williamson, chair of the
Communication Studies Department
and Publication Board member,pointed
out that "there is a difference between
endorsing a candidate and selling space
to one. The former implies support; the
latter is simply a business transaction."
Candidates are limited in their spend
ing. Presidential candidates are allowed
$150 of donations and expenditures,
while vice-presidential and secretarial
candidates are allowed $100 and $75,
respectively. All candidates are re
quired to report all spending and dona
tions.
As it stands, penalties for most cam
paign violations are left up to thediscre
tion of the Elections Committee, which
is composed of the chairperson, AS
vice president of relations, AS chief
justice and a minimum of six under
graduate students.
A candidate fair is scheduled for
March 23 in front of the UC. Although
the format has not beat determined, the
fair will run from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
pm. and will feature a question-andanswer period for presidential candi
dates.
Attisha will step down as elections
chairperson following thecandidaie fair
in order to run her campaign for junior
senator. AS Vice President of Rela
tions Steven Chucri will take over her
position as chair of the elections com
mittee.
Primary elections will be held March
25 and 26, and general elections March
29 to 31. Voting will take place in front
of the UC from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

•••••••CORRECTION NOTICE*******

Sorry, Father Barry for the incorrect
spelling of your surname. The correct
spelling of your last name is
"Vinyard," indeed.
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• RACE

continued from page 1
block toimproving racial harmony.
Specifically, Dr. Jhaiiy theorized
that African-Americans have been
particularly victimized by these
media stereotypes.
Throughout the course of bis
speech, Dr. J hall y played video
tapes from the "Cosby Show" and
the 1984 Robert Townshend film,
"Harlem Shuffle," a satirical com
edy about inner-city life versus
Hollywood stereotypes of black
performers. The two videos stood
in opposition to one anotJicr —
"Cosby" portrayed African-Americansiri a positive tight (which many
feel compensatesfor the many mis
representations of blacks over the
years), while "Harlem Shuffle," in
its efforts to raise consciousness to
the problems of blacks in Holly
wood, only supported the negative
stereotypes that are so common in
the media, according to Dr. Jhally.
While researching his book. Dr.
Jhally organized 50 focus groups
composed of blacks and whites,
and asked them about race rela
tions. The findings were mixed, but
in general indicate that there is in
facta biased media slantin its treat
ment of different cultures.
"I think it's pretty bad."oneblack

respondent was quoted as saying.
"Every time there's a crime any
where, it's a black person depicted
in the newsstory."
A major element of Dr. Jhally's
speech was the influence of the
"Cosby Show"on race relations. The
show enjoyed great popularityacross
all ethnic lines, Dr. Jhally suggests,
because it did not address race as a
societal problem. "The more black
[Cosby] becamepotiticaUy," hesaid,
"the less white America began to
watch the show." This factor under
scores the nature of white America
to turn its back on racial issues, a
problem that needs to becorrected if
racism is able to be ended com
pletely.
A large part of the problem, Dr.
Jhally said, is theabsence of positive
mediacoverageofblacfc accomplish
ments. For that matter, there is also
a lack of television programming
that promotes imagery contrary to
the stereotypes. America needs to
understand the problems faced by
African Americans if racism is to be
ended.
a
According to Dr. Jhaily's statis
tics, in 1984 half of all convicted
murderers were black,most of them
having come from abusive or poor
backgrounds. During the ReaganBush yearaj. the average black

• TRUSTEES
continued from page 1

family's annual income was
under $18,000, while that of
the average white family was
over $30,000. The United
States has more prisoners—of
all ethnic groups—per capita
than any other nation, and cur
rently there are more black
males in the 20-29 age bracket
in prison than in college. With
statistics like these, Dr. Jhally
argued, not enough Is being
done to correct the problems.
The media is not educating
people about racial problems,
preferring instead to deliver
simple entertainment, largely
directed at an upper-middle
class section of society.
'Television is only a popu
larity machine; the only im
ages it conveys are those that
am stereotypical and popular,"
said Dr.Jhally. "What I want to
seeon TV are those images that
will not be very popular!"
Dr. Jhaily's message was not
lost on the audience, 'The is
sues he dealt with were very
;,** said se-

tnor

TVhasa

• NORTHERN EXPOSURE
continued from page 1

particular format was an excellent way for
of Fairbanks.
"When I told everyone back
first hand."
in San Diego I was coming up
The students were asked to discuss their
here to be a DJ, they all laughed
experiences as a student at USD. Topics and said, 'Chris. Northern Expo
ranged from diversification of students to sure,' " McNulty says.
"They thought it was so funny.
class requirements to being a family-sized,
But
I'd never even seen the
value-based institution. "The students
show."
spoke candidly about their university ex
There are few priests, sisters
periences and individual topics were and lay workers to minister
equally elaborated upon by each of the across the immense Alaskan dis
students invited," commented Tom tances. KNOM serves to fill this
void. Its signal covers an area
Gambon, AS treasurer.
the size of New York, New Jer
Upon completion of the first phase of
sey, Pennsylvania and Ohio
the students discussion, the board was combined, while also reaching
given its opportunity to enter the "fish- through the Russian border, a
bowl" and give comments about their mere 165 miles away.
The hands-off style of the sta
aspirations for the future of USD. The
tion manager allows the disc
board memberstalked about many of their
jockeys to play everything from
involvements, including the potential ex Nine Inch Nails to Nat King
pansion of the Sports Center. The board Cole. In place of commercials,
members responded quite positively to KNOM runs educational and in
spirational spots created and pro
the reaction of the students. They were
duced by the KNOM staff.
pleased tohear students talk honestly about
While McNulty says he is not
their experiences at USD. The board was as well-versed as is his
TV
series
also excited about the optimism displayed rapsodising
"soulmate,"
as
former
President
towards the future of the university.
of the Economic Club at USD
Senior Jeff Huharty commented on how
and a honors graduate McNulty
the format of having the more experi does a admit, " I read enough
enced elders listening to the youth was a books, I just don't remember the
good representation of how to go about quotes."
Life in Nome can make its
solving problems, not only in the univer
"Northern Exposure" offbeat
sity, but also in society.
spinoff look normal. For ex
Gambon displayed genuine delight with ample, one can often see Mayor
the format and results of the meeting. He John Handeland driving a forkwas impressed with the board's authentic lift through town streets, pick
concern for what was happening within ing up garbage from people's
backyards. During the winter
academic and residential life. He felt it
solstice, the sun only shines four
gave the board a much better understand hours a day. Cars are not very
ing of the students that attend its institu efficient in the extreme cold ternperatures, making snowmobiles
tion.
The invitation may possibly be extended the popular mode of transporta
tion.
to the professors and administration later
McNulty said that entertain
on, given the success of this year's forum. ment in Nome is limited and
often centers around the local
the board to hear the views of the students

bars. But living in a land of
harsh realities requires creativ
ity, something not in short sup
ply in Nome.
One popular annual event is
the Labor Day bathtub races in
which contestants push thenentry down Front Street with a
team member submerged in the
tub. Other events include the
Bering Sea Ice Golf Classic, a
tournament that takes place on
the frozen Bering Sea. There is
also the Polar BearSwim where
residents dress up in costumes
and jump into the recently
thawed Bering Sea.
Nome's biggest claim to
fame is being the finish line to
the Iditarod DogSled race. The
world's longest dog sled race,
the Iditarod starts in Anchor
age and winds its way across
the Alaskan wilderness to
Nome. The race occurs each
March and is dubbed "Mardi
Gras with dogs." KNOM pro
vides around-the-clock cover
age that even some of the par
ticipants listen to in order to
plan strategy.
McNulty said he was sur
prised by the high rates of alco
holism, suicide and domestic
violence, all of which are epi
demic in bush Alaska. The
suicide rate alone is approxi
mately 20 times the national
average, and nearly every vil
lage home has suffered a loss to
alcohol or drugs.
McNulty feels that his Alas
kan experience is giving him
the opportunity to take a step
back from his life after graduat
ing from USD and make sure
he will be doing what he really
wants to be doing in life. His
immediate plans after return
ing from Nome this summer
involve going tolaw school and
possibly settling down.
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went down into a lower income
group. Comparing those in the low
est fifth with those in the highest
fifth we find that the income of the
poor rose at a rate of 15 times thatof
those in the high
est level.
Even com
paring the high
est one percent
during
the
Reagan years to
the highest one
percent during
the Carter years,
we see that in
come gains for
this elite group
was 160 percent
higher when Carter was president!
Think about this carefully for a sec
ond: The very wealthy gained much
more during the liberal Carter Ad
ministration policies.
As for taxes, only one bill during
the Reagan years reduced taxes on
upper-income individuals, but it also
reduced taxesfor all taxpayers. The
percentage reduction in liabilities
for lower and middle classes sur
passed those for the rich. Twothirds of the cuts went to those with
incomes of less than $50,000. The
greatest percentage was for those
earning under $10,000.
Myth: The poor were handed
low-income, dead-end "McJobs."
While there was a sharp rise in the
numberof low-income jobs, in terms
of the absolute number, that in
crease wasn't nearly as large as that
for medium- and high-income jobs.
Among husbands with low-in
come jobs, 21.4 percent were mem
bers of poor families in 1990 com
pared with 35.7 percent in 1980.
The share of these jobs for wives
also dropped from 34 to 28 percent,
showing that the median income of
women rose by 31 percent during

the same time period.
When Business Week claims that
the number of working poor rose
dramatically between 1979 and
1990, they in fact commit a complete falsehood.
The report that
they used in their
May 25, 1992 is
sue defines low
income as "less
than the poverty
level for a family
of four." But only
a fifth of these
workers have a
family, much less
a family with two
children. These
jobs are shown to be held by young
singles and by dependent kids liv
ing with their families. In the '70s,
there was 10 percent less of people
of this type working at all; that is the
only reason fewer young people
had these jobs to begin with.
Finally, what about minorities?
Surely they bore the brunt of these
policies. Wrong. Between 1983
and 1989 the population of black
poor, for example, declined by 3.8
million, the rate dropped from 15.2
percent to 12.8, black unemploy
ment fell from 20.4 to 11.4 percent
and Hispanic unemployment from
15.3 to 8.0 percent. The number of
black-owned businesses rose 38
percent compared with only a 14
percent rise in total firms.
The liberal media have been
challenged to provide something
other than sound-bite information.
They failed because there are no
facts to use. It is sad that they've
been so successful in drilling the
sound bites into our collective heads
that weactually believe them. Hopefully, this is no longer the case.

Income gains for the
richest one percent
were 160 percent
higher during the
Carter years than
during the Reagan
years.

The 1980s
Bust or Boom?

Part Two: Who won, who lost

A

gain and again we have all
heard the rich got richer
during the 1980s. The net
works keep quoting "studies" to
show us this.
The central research that theoth
ers study is that of MIT professer
Paul Krugman. Mr. Krugman's fig
ures were the spark that ignited the
liberals' cries for a reversal of the
economic trends of the 1980s and
are the basis for the Clinton plan.
What is really comical about
Krugman's numbers is that he de
fines the Reagan yearsas beginning
in 1977. Go figure that one out
When Reagan took office, he
inherited an unemployment level
that was creeping up on 10 percent,
double-digit inflation, 21 percent
interest rates and a dropping real

Mario
H. Lopez
income level for all groups.
By the time his economic poli
cies began taking root in late 1982,
the nation had begun to take a
dramtic rise in economic perfor
mance that would prove to be the
biggest economic boom in history.
Facts: Real after-tax income
went up an average of 15.5 percent
per person; for families it went up
12.5 percent Additionally, thegreat
feature of the Reagan years was the
upward mobility between groups.
Eighty-six percent of those in the

lowest one-fifth of earners in 1979
and 60 percent of those in the next
lowest fifth moved into a higher
income group by Reagan's last year.
What about the middle class?
The middle fifth of income groups
found 47 percent of those in the
group moving to a higher income
group while 20 percent went down
to the next lowest fifth, showing a
net increase of 27 percent. So,
when you hear the liberals com
plain of a "shrinking middle class"
tell them that the majority of those
leaving the middle class joined a
higher income group.
What about the rich? Certainly
the rich screwed everyone by accu
mulating more wealth. Brace your
self: Of those in the topone percent
in terms of real income, 53 percent

Sources: Bureau of the Census, Money
Income of Households, Families & Persons
and "Poverty in the United States: 1990."

Free the VISTA for free elections
Candidates should he able to buy advertising space in the paper
When the AS election bylaws
were written, the VISTA was still
under AS control and could not
endorse any candidate "in the week
prior to and during the week of the
election," nor could it sell advertis
ing space to candidates. The by
laws note that the rule applies to
"all clubs, organizations and per
sons, and particularly to those who
are granted weekly articles in the
VISTA." Although the VISTA is a
student organization, it no longer
falls under AS bylaws. But the
Senate has added to those restric
tions by barring candidates from
purchasing classified advertising.
While the AS elections commit
tee has the right to set rules for the

VISTA Editorial
candidates, they no longer have the
authority to set them for the VISTA.
While the VISTA respects the deci
sions of the elections committee, two
points should be made regarding vot
ing and newspapers. First, in the"real
world," newspapers are free to en
dorse anyone and are not restricted by
equal time or space rules. In the real
world, however, there are a wealth of
newspapers, whereas the VISTA has a
monopoly of undergraduate news
publications at USD. The Editorial
Board, therefore, sees it as irrespon
sible for the paper to endorse a candi
date, yet it does not give up the right

to do so in the future. Nor will the
VISTA shy from reporting on the elec
tion as it sees fit.
Secondly, while it may be irre
sponsible for the VISTA to make an
endorsement, there is nothing wrong
with permitting candidates to adver
tise in the paper. Not only does for
bidding ads in the VISTA place unfair
limits on the paper's right to do busi
ness, it undermines the committee's
ultimate goal of "fairness." Since all
candidates have equal spending lim
its and all candidates have equal ac
cess to the VISTA, then there is noth
ing unfair about advertising in the
VISTA. What does it matter if one
candidate spends the $150 on posters
or on newspaper ads? They are both

forms of publicity. There is little
difference, just an unreasoned
conclusion by the elections com
mittee that mass media are in
trinsically dangerous.
Admittedly, the concept of the
election bylaws is to provide a
fair environment within which
candidates may compete for
votes. The recent divorce of the
VISTA and AS should help to
provide this. The VISTA Edito
rial Board encourages the AS
elections committee to update
their bylaws to reflect this fact
and grant candidates the right to
purchase ad space in the VISTA.
Remember, papers are noted as
defenders of democracy.
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Letters

to the Editor
IRA terrorists? Nah!

Stop playing games

ast levelsofgovernment
in Americaare in a state
of virtual financial col
lapse. States,counties and cities are
paring budgets, rapidly raising taxes
or even declaring bankruptcy. De
spite this seemingly disastrousstate
of affairs, governments across this
country are spending wildly in at
tempts to lure or keep professional
sports franchises. While I am a
huge sports fan, I am also a staunch
fiscal conservative and this pattern
of unnecessary government spend
ing must be stopped immediately.
There are already costly stadiums
funded by taxpayers lying dormant
across this country that are more
like modern Towers of Babel than
"civic improvements."
Sports franchises are businesses.
Although they are very popular with
the public, they are, in reality, no
different than an airline or an oil
company. They are owned by indi
viduals or corporations seeking
profit. Teams do not exist because
the owners want to serve the public;
they exist because the owners want
to make money off the public's in
terest in the team. Unfortunately,
many governments do not realize
that teams are businesses. Instead,
teams are seen as special organiza
tions that should be exempt from
the norms of commercial life.
This scenario is being played out
right now in several cities. The

Michael
Ward

Minnesota North Stars of the Na
tional Hockey League are currently
torturing the inhabitants of Minne
sota with a likely move to that
hockey mecca, Dallas. Whileowner
Norm Green plays "The Price is
Right" between the two cities, gov
ernments grovel at his feet asking
for meetings so they can offer ever
better concessions. "What can we
do for you today, Mr. Green?
Luxury boxes? Parking revenue?"
As the owner enriches himself
(thanks to government stupidity),
the fans are isolated. It is indeed
ironic that Minnesota is offering
concessions to a sports team that
employsrelatively few people when
it (wisely) refused to grant conces
sions to Northwest Airlines to build
a huge maintenance base in Duluth
that would have employed thou
sands. Something is wrong here.
Minneapolis and Dallas are not
the only governments that have
fallen victim to "franchiseitis."
Raiders' owner A1 Davis looted
Irwindale for millions, simply for
thinking about moving there. San
Antonio and Tampa have built ex
pensive new facilities that lie bar
ren for want of a team. (Tampa's

facility eventually became a tool
for blackmailagainst San Francisco
by the Giants.) Hartford's pseudoNHL team, after getting millions in
concessions from the state, is threat
ening to moveonceagain. Even my
favorite team is involved in at
tempted robbery. The Edmonton
Oilers' owner, Peter "The
*$@#%&" Pocklington, is threat
ening to move the team from that
hockey-fanatic city to Phoenix or
some other winter wonderland un
less the recession-gripped city builds
an entirely new stadium. Like a
bunch of terrorists, these individu
als hold cities' and fans' loyalties
hostage for huge financial gains.
I am certainly not against capital
ism and the right to move. I am
against government involvement in
appeasing owners. If these owners
want new stadiums, let them at least
help build them. With governments
stretched to the breaking point,
building luxury boxes should not
and cannot be a priority. There are
simply too many thingsof far higher
social value to accomplish. Yes, it
is nice to have a team in town. But
it is also nice to have safe streets,
good schools and efficient trans
port. The economic arguments for
aiding teams do not match the cost
during tough times. As for the
owners' constant whining for more
help from the taxpayer, all I can say
is, "Suck it up."

OPINION BLIPS & BITES •
A local Democratic activist claims this story is
true. Chelsea Clinton developed a rash on her
arm. The White House doctor told her to use
some ointment But, when Chelsea went to use it
at school, the nurse said that parental permission
was needed. The nurse added, "I'm afraid I'll
have to phone your mother." Chelsea exclaimed,
'Oh no. Don't call her. She's too busy. Call my
dad."

on the ballot
According to former Soviet Foreign Minister
Alexander Bessmertnykh, the Soviets viewed SDI
as "something very dangerous." He added that
SDI was instrumental in convincing the Soviets to
seriously negotiate on nuclear weapons.
"Jesus said, 'Love your neighbors.' Well, I do
love them. I love to kill them." — Croatian
policeman.

After hitting an all-time low approval rating of
17 percent (the lowest ever for any Western
democracy's leader), Canada's Brian Mulroney • University of Alabama Huntsville's Earth Sys
finally stepped down as Prime Minister effective tem Science Lab reported that last year's global
in June. He is yet another reminder of what temperature average was the lowest in a decade.
Tell that to your local environmental extremist.
happens to leaders who raise taxes repeatedly.
Fidel Castro's regime took an unprecedented
step in its history: It held a direct general election.
One problem: only Communists were included

"Let's get it on. We are ready for war." — Selfproclaimed messiah David Koresh in Wac(k)o,
Texas, as Army tanks moved in.

I don't think Mr. Ward (March
4) has given the Provisional Irish
Republican Army a fair shake.
It is impossible to accurately
characterize the problems of
Northern Ireland in isolation from
the history. Anyone familiar with
the tragic past of Ireland knows
that such an endeavor can only
produce a warped and disingenu
ous view of the present. The Irish
have suffered more for their
beliefs than we can imagine.
The PIRA is not a "terrorist
group without respect for civil
ians." Most PIRA targets are
military. "Cold-blooded killers"
do not call authorities to warn
them to evacuate areas where a
bomb will soon explode; "crimi
nals" do not starve themselves to
death in protest. True, the PIRA
has some bad elements in it But
is also has heros like Booby
Sands and Joe Doherty. While
there have been some aberrations
(as in all wars), the PIRA at first
targeted military, and now,
financial targets. At least it
doesn't torture prisoners as the
Royal Ulster Constabulary did.
It is no surprise that most people
in Northern Ireland oppose
unification. Two-thirds of them
are Protestant; they have as much
of a vested economic interest in
continuing the present state of
affairs as the government of South
Africa does. The "unity by
consent" plea makes as much
sense as it would in Kuwait if
Hussein had moved enough Iraqis
in to gain a majority and then held
a plebiscite to support his move.
Our nation has an admirable and
self-proclaimed duty to "make the
world safe for democracy." We
have callously neglected that duty
out of colonial obsequiousness.
The PIRA's existence is
unsurprising given America's
tolerance of human rights abuses
in Northern Ireland, a country
which owes its existence solely to
bigotry. If Clinton actually stands
up for the benefit of Ireland, it
will be the first hint that he may
possess some courage after all.
Mr. Ward noted that the PIRA
"does not represent the common
man, as anyone who has heard U2
knows." A pop band from the
Irish Republic is not qualified to
be spokesmen of those whom the
PIRA is fighting for. Those who
live on the wrong (Catholic) side
of "the wall" are inclined to see
things in a different light from U2
and Mr. Ward. They are tired of
degradation caused by a foreign
army which has marched their
streets for several centuries, and
of seeing their children beaten and
molested by English soldiers.
They are frustrated by a govern
ment committed to protecting
discrimination by rejecting the
MacBride Principles. They are
weary of an unemployment rate
three times as high as that of
Protestants, who celebrate Guy

Fawkes Day by parading around
in "Proud to be Prot" T-shirts. It
is these poor and oppressed
people whom the PIRA repre
sents.
Violence is abhorrent and has
occasioned tragedies in Northern
Ireland, taking innocent victims.
Perhaps the type and degree of
PIRA violence is unjustifiable in
bellum. I don't know. But
violence is the result of injustice,
and injustice in Northern Ireland
will continue as long as the
United States remains apathetic.
L. LUCARELLI
Law School

Social Issues praise

I would like to commend the
Social Issues' writers (March 4)
for their willingness to engage
thorny religious concerns.
Though I did not agree with all
the views, it was refreshing to see
the paper tackling serious
questions and inviting discussion
in a vibrant university.
Tanya Rodrigues' article was
particularly interesting. In
quoting the diocesan official
("Masculinity is an integral part
of the Lord; therefore, in order to
be in his image, all priests must
be male."), Tanya recognizes a
major flaw in the arguments
against the ordination of women.
This physical resemblance
argument opens the door to all
sorts of restrictions that logically
should, but do not in practice,
limit eligibility for ordination.
Jesus also was Middle-Eastern,
spoke Aramaic and was Jewish.
He was homeless, hung around
with "disreputable" people and
got into trouble by challenging
the religious establishment.
If the Church qualifies only the
"look-alike Jesus" for ordination
none of us would make the grade.
But the "right stuff' of Jesus, as
Tanya seems to understand well,
was not his physical quality. It
was his love for God and His
compassion for God's people that
forgives sin and gives people
hope. This makes us like Jesus.
When asked where she finds
Jesus, Mother Teresa says, "In the
poor." Presumably, gender does
not distract her. Christ-like
humanity, therefore, not simply
masculinity, is the part of Jesus
that priests ought to be imaging.
Right on, Tanya!
FR. RON PACHENCE
Religious Studies

Write to us!
The VISTA welcomes student let
ters and commentaries. Please keep
letters less than one double-spaced
page and bring them in to the office
(downstairs in the UC) by Monday
at noon.

Letters must be signed and must
include a phone number for veri
fication purposes but names can
be withheld upon request.
We reserve the right to edit for
purposes of length and clarity.
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and angry society

The B ureau of the Census Current Population
Tanya Kuzyk
Reports of 1990 revealthat over a quarter of
Special to the VISTA
all African-American children live with moth c Bryan Dobson
Staff Writer
Most will agree that the gap between ers who have never been married. These
In addressing African-American issues,
African-Americans and European- families generally have fewer economic re
^
one
cannot deny the power and the influsources.
In
fact,
two-thirds
are
poor
and
a
Americans
exists
on
many
levels,
such
3
o as education and the workplace. De quarter live in public housing.
ence of the entertainment industry, specifiAlthough figures have risen over the past •f; cally music and cinema. Art is an avenue
n spite softening attitudes towards race as
* expressed in polls and surveys, dis
by which people are allowed to express
quarter of the century, the average academic
crimination and a lack of economic and performance of African-American children w. their opinions and make bold statements
remains below that of European-Americans. J5 about pertinent issues in an abstract, indi
social opportu
vidual manner.
African-American
nities
for
Afri
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a
Music, in all of
students are more
V) can-Americans
O
its diversity, prolikely than Euro
continue the sta
vides a form of
pean-Americans to
tistics to prove
drop out of school, ^ mainstream art that
it.
and
European- Jz appeals to different
The rate of
American students a groups. Music gives
poverty among
o individuals an op
are two times more J5
African-Ameri
portunity to articu
likely to graduate
cans has been
from college. In a late their opinions
roughly three
D
1990, only one in VJ on love, friendship,
times the rate for
3
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hate, past experi
seven
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Americans scored w ences and dissatis
Americans over
above the 50th per O faction.
c the past two de
3
During the 60s,
centile on standard
cades. African-Americans are more
songs
emerged in protest of the Vietnam
likely
to
be
poor
for
longer
periods
of
ized
college
administration
tests.
3
to time.
War; in the 70's the punk movement in
A recent issue of African-American Enter
England screamed for anarchy in protestof
Despite being roughly ten percent of prise reveals that the total number of college
3" the U.S. population, African-Americans degrees obtained by European-Americans is
the British. Today the thunder of protest
to
could not be more apparent than in the art
account for approximately half of prison 800,000 more than that of African-Ameri
cans.
inmates.
JS of rap music.
Rap is the voice of a dissatisfied, angry
In the workplace the situation looks much
In some cities, African-American
N women are five times more at risk to be the same. In 1990, European-American
society. It isso loud now that people can no
O
3 raped than European-American women. males were twice as likely to hold jobs in q) longer ignore it. President Clinton turned
In 1990, First Things reported that administration, management or a profession. «£[ it into a political issue after in 1992 re
to
nouncing rappers Ice-T and Sister Souljah
half
of all African-American babies in
3
see RACE on page 7 — for their threatening lyrics.
the inner cities are bom out of wedlock.
The Rodney King verdict and ensuing
*5>
a.
to

before

L.A. riots brought national attention to the
crises of this suppressed society. In refer
ence to the King verdict, rapper Tupal
Shakur of Digital Underground declared,
"This verdict was like Marie Antoinette
saying, 'Let them eat cake.' America got
to feel what it is like to live in the ghetto
for threedays." The riots were an undeni
able example of social revolution.
America was
looking for an
swers. Conse
quently, celebri
ties were put in
the spotlight.
Rappers were
thebest source of
information be
cause of their
knowledge of
the situation,
This gave revo
lutionaries IceT, Ice Cube,
Chuck-D, Sister Souljah and others an
opportunity to say to America, "I told you
so." America was forced to see the "con
crete Vietnam" in which this segment of
society lives and to acknowledge the severity of a situation where life is uncertain
from one day to the next.
Although the King decision helped to
convey the seriousness of this situation,
"Long before 58 people were killed and
racial issues dominated the national news,
rap was the sole media outlet through
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Success at the expense of culture?
™ Projects headed by African-Americans are breakthroughs ... at what cost?

Coleen Corley
Special to the Vista
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America has witnessed a recent
explosion of projects headed by
African-Americans in the media
industry. Never before has the na
tion experienced such a breakthroughof success in shows like "In
Living <*blor", "A Different World",
and "Martin", not to mention the
long-standing "Cosby Show" or in
the film and music industry.
This explosion of talent has
gained much respect and support
for African-Americans in the me
dia and has been acknowledged as a
turning point in achievement in the
industry. These portrayals of Afri
can-Ameicans have also been criti
cized for seeming to continue ste
reotypes about African-Americans.
African-Americans media stereotypes are not true products of a
culture, but are images that are seiective, one-dimensional and dis-
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torted in their depiction of
African-Americans, ac
cording to Jannette Dates
and William Barlow, au
thors of the book, "Split
Image". Professor Venita
Kelly of USD agrees with
this perception. She states
* that most African-Ameri
can shows have a "lack of
drama (which automati
cally gives complexities to
characters) because the
shows are not allowed or
are unwilling to get com
plex."
"In Living Color" has
been criticized for taking
whatcould beplayful com
edy to a derogatory level.
Laughing at one's culture
is very natural and is quite
common in every culture.
But, as Kelly states,
"People get tired of ridi
cule-level" humor. This
fi_4uno:>-<ln

up

humor fails to be acceptable
when there is no balance of
complexity,growth, change
or transformation in charac
ters.
Kelly, who is doing her
dissertation on A Different
World, says that the produc
ers, writers and actors of the
show are "trying to get the
issues right" and make them
"relevant to blacks." The
show develops different
"realms" of characterization,
depicting African-Ameri
cans of multi-dimensional
characterization
from
wealthy families as well as
middle-class and struggling
families.
Kelly attributes the suc
cess of the show to the writ
ers. "A Different World"
has the largest number of
African-American writers
for a show. The writers rejo
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search every episode desiring to
explore and know about theculture,
Professor Kelly also remarks how
difficult it is for these shows to
develop characters that really representblack culture with all itscom
plexities. It is often a constant
struggle for the producers, writers
and actors to break out of the comical stereotypes. In many ways, the
comical stereotype of AfricanAmericans is considered to be a
very safe form of entertainment
because it has a history of being
successful and profitable.
This creates a double-edged
sword for many African-Americans
in the entertainment industry. Yet,
as Kelly states, "a successful per
son breaks out of the constraints of
their time. African-Americans in
the entertainment industry are able
to make choices about which ta
boos they are going to break."
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• RACE
continued from page 6
An interesting aside to this is that
the differences between AfricanAmerican and European-Ameri
can women are much less striking
— probably because American
women are less likely than men to
obtain high-level jobs.
Alarmingly, the attitudes of the
American youth reflectprejudicial
attitudes that support these statis
tics. According to a study reported
by "People for theAmerican Way"
in 1992,50 percent of 1,100 Ameri
can youth between the ages of 15
and 24,said that racerelations were
"generally bad:" Also shocking is
that 10 percent of the EuropeanAmericans surveyed reported see
ing themselves as victims of preju
dice, while 46 percent of the Afri
can-Americans did.
Even more disturbing than the
numbers and statistics are some of
the responses reported by these
youth. "African-Americans don't
appreciate what we give them,"
commented one child. "They stay
on welfare for too long," judged
another. 'They are lazy, and it
would be better if they weren't
doing drugs," said yet another.
Lastly, one youth concluded, "The
African-American race counts on
the system to support them." The
disappointing fact is, these com
ments didn't come from econo
mists, government officials or jour
nalists, but from our children.
The history of African-Ameri
cans as well as the grim realities of
today are well documented. These
a
«o but
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• RAP
continued from page 6

Elijah Pierce, Berry Tree, carved and painted wood.

Seven

years

without

• MEDIA
continued, from page 6
The myths of African-American
media images contradict the reality
of African-Americans as individu
als and become a disservice tosoci
ety when they are the only cultural

milk

means

everyone

image being portrayed. It is impor
tant for the media to make the trans
formation away from just the onedimensional portrayal of AfricanAmericans. As Kelly says, they are
"going to have to explore and incor
porate cultures."

3
O which millionsof listeners could
hear the anger, frustration and
of
£ confusion
O America's black
underclass."(Rolling
o Stone, June 25,1992)
Rap is the pulse of an
American culture that
must be embraced.
Ice Cube, in his ac
w
Of knowledgments on his
V
£<3 latest disc, The Preda
*3 tor, thanks America
for the silence and op
pression of his people,
and declares himself
"two people in the
same body, one African, one
American. I see myself through
the eyes of Africa and I will
continue tospeak as an African.

statistics and quotes point to the fact
that something needs to be done.
What remains uncertain is the fu
ture.
Although race issues are impor
tant, focusing on the stark realities
of racism in the past and today can
cause many of
the most impor
tant realities of
the underclass
to be over
looked. Every
one suffers from
poverty.
Christopher
Winship, pro
fessor of sociol
ogy, statistics
and economics
at Northwestern
University,said
that AfricanAmericans are
being hurt by societal structural
changes: stagnant wages, poor edu
cation and a lack of jobs. Winship
also says that European-Americans
can get caught in the same traps.
Making poverty an African-Ameri
can issue obscures the chasm be
tween the rich and poor.
The economic gap between rich
and poor African-Americans is
growing at an alarming rate. In a
1991 report entitled "AfricanAmericans in the '90s," the Popu
lation Reference Bureau revealed
that after adjusting for inflation, the
number of affluent African-American families doubled during the'80s
and has quadrupled since the late
'60s. Despite this increase in afflu
ent African-American Americans,

your hands

break

at

I will become an African-American
when America gives up oppression
of my people." Despite the national
attention, hostility continues. The
voices of Ice Cube and his contem

poraries unite and verbalize the
thoughts and opinions of millions.
Recent successes like new
groups Disposable Heroes of Hy

the poverty rate among AfricanAmericans has remained constant
over the last two decades.
A compelling discovery made
by the Department of Education
reveals that an African-American
high school graduate with a B- av
erage is more
likely than a
EuropeanAmerican stu
dent with a Baverage to go
to college. The
problem is that
there are fewer
A f r i c a n American stu
dents with a Baverage due to
such factors
such as the high
dropout rate
among Afri
can-American students. Of Afri
can-American women with at least
a high school education, 91.5 per
cent live above the poverty line.
Recogniizing deteriorating race
relations is a pivotal challenge fac
ing the U.S. today. Yetrecognizing
that the issue is not only an issue of
racism of African-American ver
sus European-American, it is also
an economic issue of rich
versusNpoor.
One young European-American
from Seattle shouted to a camera
during the height of the L.A. riots,
"It's not African-American versus
European-American. It's rich ver
sus poor, and we are poor." The
challenge is to change from "sepa
rate but equal," to just — equal.
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pocrisy, Digable Planets and
Grammy Winner Arrested Devel
opment show that rap isn't the only
influence. These artists employ a
funky jazzsound toconvey many of
the same dissatisfactions. More
over, they appeal to a culturally
aware, intellectualsociety and stress
the power of education.
Clearly, the influence of the mu
sic industry on African-American
issues is undeniable. Although
America is by no means lining up to
aid the dissatisfaction of AfricanAmerican culture, it is beginning to
hear the music, music that not only
expresses the social unrest of the
ghettoes, but holds up a mirror to
American society as a whole re
flecting a no pretty'picture.
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A new plan

Faces
In The

Crowd

• Schools: More
money is being
spent with less
success. Is it time
to change the
system?

By Jeremy Watson

I'm not
trying to
preach

T

here is a person I know,
not much different
from the rest of us.
She wakes up each morning,
showers, dresses, fixes her
breakfast, watches a little TV
and then gets ready to go to
work or volunteering depend
ing on what day it is. She
tidies up the living room, al
ways ready if friends want to
stop by, and then leaves. After
she locks the front door and
begins the trek down thewalk
way to her car, enters, and is
off. This may sound familiar,
a daily routine for many of us.
But my friend isa little differ
ent She is 90 years old, and
helps the "seniors" twenty
years her junior.
Is she unable to do things?
No, she justhas to work a little
harder, andnotexpectas much
as someone else. She has lim
ited means, but still is able to
accomplish many things which
we take for granted. She is
able toaccomplish things that
many of usneverattempt even
though it would bemuch easier
justto let them slide by. Some
times people are put in situa
tions that may not be easy, but
are able to benefit from their
accomplishments and failures.
Of course there are some who
may shrink from situations that
may be too difficult or an in
convenience, and just don't
fry-

Each one of us, here at USD,
is very fortunate. We not only
have the chance to attend col
lege, but we also have, some
how, the means to afford the
expense. But each one of us
also has the ability and the
responsibility to help others.
To quote a phrase that seems
to be all the rage on campus,
"May we radiate hope, cel
ebrate individuality and unite
in lighting a path toward our
future." Some will say, "I'm
too busy," "I can't fit it into
my schedule," "It's just not
worth the time," or "Why
should I?" Lets look at the big
picture, and what is really im
portant.

its vision while charging tuition
equal to the S5,600per student avail
able to run public schools.
The project is the brainchild of
communications entrepreneur
Christopher Whittle, who has
pledged up to $60 million for re
search and planning, and has al
ready committed his own time and
office space.
On the announcement of
P.D. Feorth
Whittle's
plans for the Edison
Staff Writer
Project (named for the man who did
not just improve the candle, but
invented thelightbulb), many hailed
n Tennessee, a team of educa it as the kind of change America
tors, journalists and technol needed to revitalize the nation' s lag
ogy specialists are working ging performance in education. But
to change America's school the project was panned by others,
system with an emphasis on a new many being teachers, who felt it
goal: making schools profitable.
merely wasa profit making scheme
For months, a group of men and and damaging to public schools.
women have been working at the There are even those who do not
Whittle Communications headquar question the concept of profitabil
ters, with the intent on designing a ity, but doubt the project can make
controversial system of privatecam money while providing higher-qual
puses with somewhat different ex ity education.
pectations: revolutionizing school
To devise the model for the
ing for the nation's children and Edison school, Whittle recruited two
making money for investors.
scholars who are prominent in na
Today while hundreds of others tional education circles, two maga
are working on school reform across zine editors, a highly regarded vet
the country, these four men and eran of urban public schools, a
three women are embracing such multimedia producer and a busi
concepts as stronger student-teacher nessman who specializes in the pri
bonds, greater parent involvement, vate management of publicservices.
a longer school day and year and These seven people are working on
higher academic expectations — a viable plan in the hope of opening
techniques that are producing re a school in Southern California in
sults on many public campuses. the next couple of years that will
Unlike other school reforms, this change education for the next cen
project expects to be able to realize tury.
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EDUCATION
The New Frontier

We Would Like To Know
In an effort to gear College Life in a direction that incorporates the needs of the students,
and as a way to improve the VISTA, please complete the following survey. We would appreciate
your time and suggestions.
Circle each answer that applies.
Are you a male or a female.
What is your year in school? Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Grad
How old are you? 17 18 19 20 21 22 23+
Are you Catholic? Yes No
Are you a practising Catholic? Yes No
Do you feel your classes are preparing you for life? Yes No
Are the classes challenging? Yes No
How do you afford USD: Parents pay Scholarships Work Other
Would you say the quality of education is: High Fair Poor
Should teacher evaluations be made public? Yes No
Do you feel the parking conditions are: Plenty Adequate Not enough
Please number in order of preference
The section I like to read: News
Opinion
Social Issues
College Life
Flu's Views
Sports
Intramurals
Sports_
You can drop off the completed survey at the VISTA office (c/o College Life) or send Inter-Campus Mail:
College Life
VlSTA
Student Publications
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Walk on virgin grass, forget the mud
I sit on a tree stump at the base of Blueberry Hill as a herd
of wild Rewollof (RA'WOOl'OFF) stand indecisively on
the plateau above me. It is a warm,clear spring day, and the
Rewollof are on the last stretch of their migration trek back
to Clover Valley (located about 80 miles eastwest of USD).
The recent rains have made the valley lush green, and
Imagination River is flowing swiftly.
I hear a splash and turn my head to see in a slow part of
the river the rings where a trout had jumped for a lateaftemoon snack. I look up at the struggling Rewollof. It
seems the rains have left their trail too muddy and slippery
to go down. The Rewollof yodel in confusion.
I am eager to see what will happen, so I set my Robert
Frost poetry book on the stump and stand to get a better
view. Ahhh! I sat in tree sap and there are several long
sticky strings that now attach my butt to this old stump.
That is the main problem with writing of f the topof my head
(besides getting cramps in my arms and occasionally get
ting ink in my hair), I don't have time to edit out embarrass
ing things like sitting in sap.
I remember Grampa Flu once telling me that when he
was a lad, they used tree sap for chewin' gum. I peel the sap
off my pants, plop it in my mouth and look to see how the
Rewollof are handling their dilemma.
One of the older Rewollof seems to be taking the initia
tive. (I know he is one of the elder Rewollof because the
indigo paisley marks on his trunk are slightly darker.) He
takes his first step with blind confidence and starts down
the old, worn trail. The whiskers of the onlooking Rewollof
twitch with excitement as they watch.
His large hooves hit the slippery mud, and before you can
say, "military-industrial complex," the Rewollof is sliding
down Blueberry Hill with all five hoofs hanging high. The
elder Rewollof lets out a hoot of horror as he sadly slides
into the river, not more than fifty feet from where I stand.
Rewollof are not very buoyant, and a tear trickles out of
my eye as I watch the Rewollof sink out of sight.
I look back to the herd. They stare at one another,
puzzled, like college students in a study group.

Flu s Views
«n

t
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By Jeff Fluharty
One Rewollof then steps forward in the exact hoof marks
left by the elder Rewollof. And sure enough, after two steps,
he is on his south side, sliding towards the river. I consider
running over and attempting to catch the Rewollof before he
falls intothe river, but since Rewollof are almost as big as our
national deficit, and 1 do not have adequate health care, I
figure I better stay put. The Rewollof hits the water with a
splash.
I look up to see a line of Rewollof sliding down the hill to
their doom. One after another they aimlessly follow each
other down the tired trail.
Something catches my eye on the right side of the hill. It
is a baby girl Rewollof (I can tell by her neon-green mane).
She has broken away from the herd and is slowly scaling the
far side of Blueberry Hill. It is a grassy area with no trail, but
the fresh grass gives her traction. Each step requires sponta
neous concentration. She is scared, and at times considers
going back, but something deep inside her propels her into the
unknown. She does not follow an existing trail of old hoof
marks, but boldly moldsher own. She stumbles several times,
but always is able to regain her balance. Triumphantly, she
safely reaches Clover Valley.
The remaining Rewollof notice the path the little Rewollof
took and gallop to that part of the plateau. OneRewollof looks
for her hoof marks. He finds thesmall indentations in the mud
and attempts to follow them down the hill. But the grass is
already worn where the little Rewollof had walked, and he
slips and slides to a soggy grave.
For the first time, the Rewollof do not look to one another,

but to the hill, looking at different parts, thinking for
themselves. Everyone tries to find a path that is right for
them. A few use little time and quickly begin to prance
down the hill. Others ponder the situation a little longer.
No two Rewollof go down the hill the same way, and they
all safely make it to Clover Valley.
The Rewollof begin to dine on the Almond Tree leaves
and relax in the remaining sunlight. I walk over to the little
girl Rewollof and say, "Hhhummha." (Grampa Flu's sap
chewing gum has permanently bonded my upper molars to
my lower ones.) I grab a piece of paper and write, "What
made you choose a path never traveled?" (I learned
Rewollof from an "Oral and Written Rewollof—the Easy
Way" cybernetic cassette my mom gave me for Christmas
last year.)
"I don't know," says the little Rewollof. "I just did what
felt right. Kind of like when you are at Ben and Jerry's and
there are all those flavors to choose from, and you ask
yourself, 'Which one do I really want?' And you get a
special feeling about one, and you know that's the one.
That's all I did."
I walk away thinking about the tragedies and victories I
witnessed today. It is sad to think that so many people
follow paths paved by others, paths they don't truly desire
to follow, and drown in a sea of conformity. Those few
who do listen to their inner voices or act on their gut
feelings society labels as radicals.
We are afraid of radicals. They challenge us and force
us to question our paths. Every society tends to honor its
live conformist and dead radicals. Martin Luther King Jr.,
Ghandi, Sojourner Truth, Mary Wollstonecraft, Jesus...
they all were radicals. They challenged conservative
forces with liberal ideas. They lived their lives the way
they wanted to live them, and as a result, positively
affected others. Being a radical is a good thing. I think 1*11
go to B and J's and get a scoop of guacamole crunch ice
cream.
(This column originally ran Feb. 1992. This printing is
dedicated to Cindy Anderson.)

VISTA
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CAMPUS HOUSING

THE FALL HOUSING SIGN-UP
PERIOD FOR CURRENT USD
STUDENTS IS March 29
THROUGH April 29, 1993
Current Residents: Watch for a handout from your Resident
Assistant explaining the various housing options
available for the 1993-94 academic year.
Off-Campus Students: Stop by the Housing Office for sign-up
information anytime AFTER March 29,1993.

IMPORTANT DATES:
Special Interest Applications Due
Special Interest Evaluations Due
"Squatter's Rights" Option Available
Draw Lottery Numbers
LAST DAY TO ENTER LOTTERY
Room Sign-up Weekend

March 26
March 26
March 29-April 23
March 29-April 29
THURSDAY, April 29
Saturday and Sunday, May 1-2

REMEMBER:
A $150.00 Room Reservation Deposit is necessary to sign
up for fall housing.
Housing is not confirmed until the necessary forms and
the 1993-94 Housing and Dining Services Contract is complete
and on file in the Housing Office.
THE HOUSING OFFICE
MISSION CROSSROADS BUILDING
EXTENSION 4622
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Friday

would like to congratulate

TODD

SCH00NDERW

for winning the
Mexican Riviera Cruise
leaving on
March 13, Saturday.
Wie would also like to thank
all the people who participated
in this promotion.
Have a wonderful
Spring Break!
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Toreros fall to
USF; end 9293 season

Rugby team:
playoff bound
I Season dedicated to Yim
looks to have a happy ending.

• Harris and Dottin
selected to All-WCC Team.
Ryan Garcia

Bill Homan

Staff Writer

Sports Editor

It is said that the third time is a charm. But
for the men's basketball team, the third time
around brought more bad news.
USD and USF hooked up in the first round
of the West Coast Conference tournament
last Saturday night at the Dons' gym.
As with the first two meetings, the Dons
were able to outlast the Toreros and pulled
out a 96-93 overtime victory.
San Francisco's junior guard Orlando Smart
and USD's Joe Temple put on quite a show
for those in attendance. Temple outscored
Smart, but it was Smart's shot with eight
seconds left thatsent the game into overtime.
Temple lit up the net with a career-high 30
points.
The loss ended the Toreros' season. But
the weekend in San Francisco did have a its
bright spot as two Toreros were honored.
Senior Gylan Dottin and sophomore Doug
Harris were both selected to the 1993 AllWest Coast Conference Team. Dottin ended
his senior campaign averaging 12.9 points
per game and was second in the conference
with 6.8 rebounds per game.
Harris, a transfer gaurd from Fresno State
University, completed his first season in the
WCC as the top three-point shooter, nailing
52 percent of his treys. He also averaged 12.4
points per game, 15.2 in WCC contests.

The USD Rugby team runs past the competition on their way to the playoffs.

USD is still king of the hill in WCC
Tim Tischer
Assistant Editor

In search of the West Coast Conference title, the USD
baseball team is off to a good start so far, winning five of its
first six WCC games. Although its five-game winning streak
ended with a loss to Saint Mary's on Friday,the Toreros came
back by sweeping the Gaels in the doubleheader on Saturday.
A three-game series against Santa Clara is next for USD.
The team won four out of six games against Santa Clara last
season. Three victories would put USD in prime position in
the WCC standings.
USD played like two different teams over the weekend. On
Friday, it played like a team that was far from having a
winning record. It was crushed, 18-3. Right-hander Mike
Saipe did not have one of his better outings, allowing nine hits
and eight runs in 21/3 innings. It would be an understatement

For the record
The men's basketball team defeated St.
Mary's College and lost to USF in the last
week of the regular season (Mar. 4,
1993), contrary to what the headline
read.
„,
-Ed.

to say that USD was out of the game from the start.
But the first game was completely different from the
second and third games for the Toreros.
In the second game, the first game of a doubleheader on
Saturday, left-hander Travis Burgus led the way for the
Toreros. Burgus (2-1) pitched a three-hitter in a 9-1 victory
over the Gaels.
Brady Clark and Tony Moeder hit solo home runs for USD.
Clark, John Fenn and Larry Williams each drove in two runs.
Much like the two first two games of the series, the final
game was not close. USD won it easily, 10-3.
Right-hander Pat James continued his solid pitching, gain
ing the win for the Toreros. James (4-1) held Saint Mary's (511,1-2 WCC) to seven hits in eight strong innings.
Moeder and Williams led the USD offense again, batting
in two runs apiece. Kevin Herde also had two RBI's.
In addition, USD was aided by the 16 walks given up by the
Saint Mary's pitchers during the afternoon.
Although Saipe had a tough time in the opener, USD has to
be encouraged by thestrong pitching it received from its other
starters.
Despite being held to three runs in the first game, the
offense bounced back with 19 runs in the other games.
In order to stay near the top of the WCC standings, USD
will need more of the strong pitching Burgus and James
provided, as well as a solid offensive output.
USD will host Santa Clara tomorrow and Saturday in a
three-game series. The game tomorrow starts at 2:30 p.m.
The doubleheader on Saturday starts at noon.

In sports, as in life, one must always look
for the bright side of things. This was exem
plified by the USD rugby team and its 1993
season that began on a tragic note with the
death of team member Brad Yim.
As with the Lions of LMU and the Hank
Gathers story, the team came together and
turned in one of its best performances in
recent years.
The season was dedicated to Yim; what a
season it has turned out to be.
This weekend, the team finished up an
unblemished league schedule by defeating
UC Irvine and thrashing Cal Poly Pomona.
This performance has vaulted USD into the
playoffs.
On Saturday, Kevin "Stringbauk" Barret
scored two tiys and led the team to a 24-13
victory over UCI at West Point Field.
The team carried that momentum into
Sunday's game as they completely overpow
ered Pomona, 52-3. Grant Gallager led all
scorers by putting down three trys.
USD will host UC Bakersfield on Satur
day at 1 p.m. in the first round of theplayoffs.
So come on out in the sun and watch the team
try to win another for Brad.

Short Hops
Lacrosse: The team clawed, checked
and ran its way to a victory. It was the
first of the year for the team. They beat
Sacramento State, 15-10. Leading the
team were Alec Rhodes (five goals),
Mac Johnston(four goals), Andy
ShutakCthree goals) and the tremen
dous goal play of Todd Tobias.
Women's Tennis: The Toreros de
feated the No. 1S-ranked Kentucky
Wildcats, 5-1, on last Sunday. Earlier
in the week USD fell to a tough
Pepperdine team, 2-6. USD's two wins
came at No. 1 (Julie McKeoru and No. 2
(Laura Richards) singles. The team
now has a 4-2 record and will take on
Utah tomorrow in Utah.
Softball: TheToreros finally were able
to kick off the season, only to come up
short in both games over the weekend.
The team's next game is a doubleheader
scheduled for tomorrow against Point
Loma College.
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Tournament Time Baby!

USD shoots for a hole
in one at Stardust
USD Invitational at
Statdust Country Club
The twelve team competi
tion will include:
USD, Yale, Washington
State, Grand Canyon, Long
Beach St, UC Irvine, CSU
Stanislaus, CSU Sacra
mento, CSU Dominguez
Hills, Loyola Marymount,
Point Loma and St. Mary's
Play starts on Monday Mar.
15 and continues through
Tuesday Mar. 16.

11!

Women's hoops;
two games from
NCAA Tourney

,

r

WCC Tournament Schedule
Santa Clara vs. Portland
Friday @ 6:05 p.m.

Staff Reports

USD vs. Pepperdine, 30
minutes after finish of
Santa Clara game.

Staff Reports
USD's men's golf team turned in two
impressive finishes over the last two weeks
mainly because of the outstanding perfor
mance of junior Steve Brown.
Brown has turned in two second-place
finishes over the last two weeks, the first
coming on March 1-3 in Sacramento at the
Cal State Invitational Tournament.
Brown turned in a 3-over-par 219 that was
just two strokes off the pace of 217 set by
Sanday from Cal State Northridge.
Brown again led the Toreros last weekend
at Torrey Pines in the Southern California
Intercollegiate shooting a 7-over-par 151
that trailed UC Irvine's Mike Davis by just
one stroke.
Senior Crieghton Aotani tied Brown for
second place, turning in a 151, as well. These
two finishes propelled the Toreros to a sec
ond-place finish behind UC Irvine.
Up next for Brown and the Toreros is the
USD Invitational at Stardust Country Club
(just down Via Las Cumbres). Joining USD
in the fun will be teams from all over the
nation including Yale, Washington State,
Grand Canyon (Ariz.), UC Irvine and many
others.

SPECIALISTS IN HAIR COLOR, PERMS & CUTS
Specials

CUTS

• Foil
Highlighting
Touch-up $30

STYLE

$11

Full Foil
Highlighting $40

'Women reg.
eg. $21
f 21

• Color
Touch-up $25

The women's basketball team will begin
action in the West Coast Conference tourna
ment tomorrow evening at Santa Clara Uni
versity. The Toreros will open up against the
Waves of Pepperdine University.
USD finished second in the WCC stand
ings with an overall record of 14-11 and a
conference record of 8-6. TheToreroseamed
the number two seed in the four-team tourna
ment, and a victory over the Waves will put
the team into the championship game. The
winner of the tournament receives an auto
matic bid to the NCAA Women's Tourney.
Pepperdine and San Diego met twice this
season with each team winning once. The
Waves defeated the Toreros at home 63-54,
and the Toreros turned around and beat
Pepperdine in Malibu 68-63.

Championship Game:
Saturday @ 7:05 p.m.
All games to be played at Toso
Pavillion at Santa Clara Univesity

Toreros to serve it up as
host of Pro-Kennex Classic
Martinez (who recently reached the finals of
the Pacific Coast Doubles) posted a straight
set victory at No. 1 to sew up the match.
The Toreros received some encouraging
The USD men's tennis squad continued
its improved play by defeating Cal-Berkeley news on Tuesday as they broke into the top25 nationally. Currently, San Diego is ranked
6-2 on Thursday.
Fredrik Axsater and Kevin Bradley led the No. 23.
This weekend, USD will host the Pro
way again for the Toreros by winning their
respective singles matches. With the score Kennex Classic, an eight-team tournament
tied 2-2, both Axsater and Bradley emerged involving Yale, Penn, Nebraska, Iowa State,
victorious in third set tiebreakers to all but Indiana State, Pacific, Wichita State and USD.
Today the Toreros host No. 22 University
clinch the match.
Other singles winners included Ignacio of Miami. That match starts a grueling tenMartinez at No. 3 and Emmanuel Udozorh at match schedule through spring break.
The schedule is highlighted by No. 8 Duke
No. 4.
For good measure, San Diego swept the University nextFriday. Allmatcheson week
doubles matches. Kevin Bradley and Ignacio days start at 1:30 p.m. on the West Courts.

Staff Reports

$51

Full Color $35

Men reg. $17

• Perms $30

USD's Pro-Kennex Classic

'(Long hair extra)

• Spirals $50
(Long hair extra
ail services)

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN

KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163) • 268-8865
Specials good for first-time client.

Exp. 3/25/93

USD will welcome the following teams to its West Courts for the
tournament:
UOP, Penn, Yale, Nebraska, Iowa State, Indiana State and
Wichita State.
Competition begins on Friday and continues through Sunday. Admission is free.

Student discount

San Diego's largest
selection of swimwear

Prices!!

Please Bring Student ID

10% otf
(/MS

Laundry Services Open DAILY 6am-8pm

Let Us Wash It For You!

OVER 90 BRANDS

WE NOW HAVE
FLUFF & FOLD SERVICE

Tan-N-See Salon
563-4137
10330 Friars Rd.

with this ad

Expires 3/25/93

488-3056

r
East of 1-15
behind Black Arujui

OPEN 7 DAYS
Extended Hours
a&s*oacii&najasly

COUPON

T"

3 Tans $10
Includes FREE
Accelerator Looon
We Tan Redheads!

Includes:
wash • dry • fold • detergent • etc..

• Tan Fan - No Burning
• Priirale, Cool. Clean Rooms
' Deluxe Beds • Indude
Facial Tanners • All UV-A

Just Drop It Off!
Open 8-11 am & 4-8 pm MTThF
12-8 pm Saturday and Sunday

MAYTAG COIN LAUNDRY
7612 Linda Vista Road
At Mesa College Drive
PH: 571-5507

LOSE 6 INCHES

EUROPEAN
C/tn.
BODY WRAP
C47
Raduca Callulda A S&atcii Marks
Not a lemoorarv waisr tout

suit by Limited Space

3745 Mission Blvd
North of Belmont Park

•Parking in Rear

HOURS
Mon-Sat 9-7
Sun 9-6

I

^

REDUCE STRESS
Tan • 1 Hour $45 *
Therapeutic Massage
Greet Gilt Ideal
/dear/

Mexico City
London
Paris
Madrid
Frankfurt

$149*
$199*
$249*
$249*
$259*

'Abore fares are each wey based on rtxndtrip pi/chase. Fares
are fromother tosAngeles orSan Die9o. Taxesnd included and
restrictions apply. Call fa ether walctwide destinations.

Council Travel
9S3 GarnB Ave.
San Diego, CA 92109

970-6401

1
J
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Weekly Sports Trivia
Question: Who was the first player taken in last
year's baseball expansion draft?

March 11,1993

Pizza
Hut
Athletes of the week

Last Week's Question: What NBA team holds the record for
most wins in a season?

Last Week's Answer: The LA Lakers won 69 games.
*

look for this week's answer next week

Sports Post It
Baseball: USD returns after a successful road trip, where they
won two out of three at Saint Mary's, to host Santa Clara at 2:30
tomorrow, and a doubleheader at noon Saturday.
Women's Tennis: After a split last week, the team heads for
Utah to play the University of Utah.
Women's Basketball: Last weekend USD earned a spot in the
WCC Tournament. By winning it, they can earn an automatic
bid to the NCAA Women's Division I Basketball Tournament.
Softball: USD hosts a doubleheader tomorrow against Point
Loma Nazarene College.

Joe Temple

Julie McKeon

Men's Basketball

Women'sTennis

Joe scored a career-high 30 points
in USD's overtime loss to San Fran
cisco in the WCC Tournament.

Golf: The team will try to follow up its very impressive second
place finish last weekend when it plays host of the USD Invita
tional next Monday and Tuesday.
Men's Tennis:The team plays the University of Miami today on
the West Courts at 1:30. After that, they will be hosting the ProKennex Collegiate Classic tomorrow thru Sunday.

Julie won both of her matches
over the weekend at the it1singles
position as USD split two matches.

Honorable Mention
Gylan Dottin (men's basketball), Kevin Bradley (men's tennis), Larry Will
iams (baseball), Steve Brown (golf)

A Great Deal Of
Credit Goes To
Fran Weinberger
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A credit union member for over 14 years, Fran is delighted
that her VISA Classic sports a very low interest rate, a credit
limit tailored to her needs, and no annual fee. To Fran, it's a
smart move. Those who desire the additional travel benefits,
prestige, and higher credit limits of "gold" cards will find the
SDTCU VISA COLD, with an annual fee of just $15,
hard to beat. Charge ahead with an SDTCU
VISA. We always put you in first place.

S<tn I )icgo TeiK'lters' Cretlil Union
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Where You've Come First Since 1929

(619)495-1600
1170 Park Blvd., San

!~>(H)I Balboa Ave., San Dit fjn

81111 Allison Ave., lit Mesa
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Results • Schedules

Number one team
Kapps Fierce
Dream
In the first football game of the day, No
Ka Oi, led by male player of the week Rommie
Viado's three touchdown catches soundly
defeated Kickin Grass 35-7. Celeste Tabrah
also played well for No Ka Oi.
Something Fierce, which played so well
without David Fouts last week, took on
Thorns and Roses, a squad with good team
speed. Fouts looked a little rusty, but still
managed to throw three touchdown passes.
But they still need to work on their point after
touchdown skills as they went zero for three.
Debbie Gollnick caught her first touchdown
of the year. This should be the first of many,
assuming Something Fierce can get her the
ball. With a late second half touchdown,
Thorns and Roses made it close, but Some
thing Fierce scored one last time to put the
game out of reach 18-6. CarlaCeja had three
sacks for Something Fierce.
The IM Co-Rec Football game of the
week featured Tearn Bozo versus Phi Kapps.
This was an outstanding defensive battle
which the Phi Kapps pulled out with a great
point after touchdown play, 7-6. Julie Bill
caught the game winning pass. Dennis V.had
the lone touchdown for Team Bozo, which
really could have used their speedster, Keith
Cramer.
In the final game of the day, Dream On,
which finally had enough players to compete,
exploded with threesecond-half touchdowns
to blow past Sigma Chi 27-8. Noah Stanley
caught two touchdown passes for the Dream.
Bill McNeal had a great all around perfor
mance with three touchdown passes and two
interceptions. Maybe Curry's team is not a
sure "w" for opponents after all. Then again
maybe this game was a fluke.
See you in three weeks, and have a great
Spring Break. Bobby Tubbs was scorekeeper
of the week.

f
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Subway IM game
of the week
Date: Sunday, March 28.

Time: 12 noon
Matchup: #2 Heavy Gumbo vs. #3

ptom
defending champions, Oedipus Com
plex II, square off there will be more at
stake than a good seeding in the play
offs. This is after all the Subway IM
GameoftheWeek. They willbeplaying
for food!
Last week, Betrayed got sweet re
venge on the hockey rink as they anoihi iated the USp Vikings 7-1. Later, it was
Bats N* Balls who took a 5-2 co-rec
softball victory from the Hit Squad.

IM distinctions
week of Mar. 1-7

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Game: Any Dark Side game
Tearn: Phi Kappa Theta
Player: Matt Nieman (Little Men/Big
Sticks)
MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL
Game: Hairy Softballs vs. 3 1/2 Beans
and White Rice
Team: Candy Coated Clowns
Player: Frank Walsh (Candy Coated
Clowns
MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL
Game: Straight Outa' Detox vs.
BADNAD
Team: BADNAD
Player : Segard Brown (BADNAD)

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game: The Hit Squad vs. Bats and Balls
Team: Bats and Balls
Male Player: Matt Zeller (Bats and
Balls)
Female Player: Jenny Martin (Bats and
Balls)

Co-rec football action resumes March 27.

Co-rec basketball had it all
It was the best of times, and it was of worst
of times. Dickens probably wasn't referring
to the IM Co-rec Basketball Tournament, but
he could have been.
The first ever tournament for Co-rec bas
ketball teamsattracted six solid squads. Each
team played well and seemed to have fun.
The competition was close and no game was
decided by more than 13 points.
Most contests came down to the last minute
and the team that did drop that double-digit
decision came back to win the champion
ship.
Unfortunately, the championship game
never happened. After the second semi-final
contest, two players with too much macho
and ego and not enough brains decided to
settle their differences physically. Actually
give Mike Hodges and Tim Lynch some

credit for smarts; The only punches thrown
were when the other guy wasn't ready. So
much for macho.
Back to the best of times: This was a
tournament to showcase female talent and it
did. Perhaps the best woman was Amy
McMahon, who maybe should consider a
sport change. McMahon averaged over 30
points per- game and hit the game winning
shot that would have put her team in the
finals.
The recipient of this championship gift,
though they clearly still deserved their title,
was Bisexual. The champs were led by the
tandem of Emily Gleason and Julie Lemery
and they finished with a record of 3-1,includ
ing a semi-final win over the Tim Hart-led
team of Last Call. Last Call was undefeated
before their semi-final loss.

Bowling's return to glory
Back in its heyday, the midnight bowling
tournament regularly attracted more than 60
bowlers. Of late, the tournament had fallen
on tough times and was even cancelled in the
Fall due to lack of interest. But, if this
Spring's tournament is any indication, bowl
ing is back!
Foty-six bowlers took to the lanes, and
when it was over, the best of the best were
Tom Barsello, John Berray, Suzy Robertson,
and the team of In the Fast Lane. Berray was
consistent throughout the evening as he took
high series with a 478 total, five pins better
than his teammate, Joe Comins. The team

competition was a real battle of the sexes with
Berray and Comins overcoming the Sexual
Chocolate duo of Robertson and Mary Kay
Terreri. Robertson took both high game
(156) and high series (418) honors. The final
award went to Tom Barsello who had two
mediocre games before exploding for an
evening's best of 182.
The night was not only about awards, how
ever. It was about spirit. It was a spirit that
was best exemplified by the team of B.Y.O.B.
So enthused were they that they bought a case
of bowling pins to commemorate the night.
Yes indeed, bowling is back!

CO-REC FOOTBALL
Game: Phi Kapps vs. Team Bozo
Team: Dream On
Male Player:
Rommie Cecil Viado (No
Ka Oi)
Female Player: Carla Ceja (Something
Fierce)
CO-REC SOCCER
Game: Boomer's Skeletons vs. Superballs
Team: Delta Sigma Pi
Male Player: Dave West (Delta Sigma
Pi)
Female Player: Julie Liataud (Scorin'
WithThe Babes)

Basketball
preseason rankings
A-Leaeue
1. Minority's Corporation
2. Once Again
3. Last Chance
4. Anything's Legal
5. Phi Slamma Jamma
B-Leaeue
1. Money
2. 3rd West Crew
3. Chiquita
4. 5th Year and Still Here
5. Delta Sigma Pi
Facultv/Staff
1. Sports Center
2. Arts and Sciences
3. F.B.I.
4. Not Letting You In
5. Business Prophets
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Co-rec playoff
pairings set
Punch and Judy improved to 2-0-1 in the
co-rec softball league with an impressive 152 crunching of NoKa Oi. Trevor Hay stroked
a home run, Erwin Sedylmayer had two hits
and Julie Feezor stroked two singles in the
win. Dan Chandler had two singles for No
KaOi.
Bats-n-Balls improved to 3-0 and won the
"sandwich". Matt Zeller, Mark DaQuipaand
Jenny Martin each had three hits in winning
the "Subway IM Game of the Week".
Three Peat improved to 3-0 with a 14-9
victory over Balls in the Bushes. Tom
Gambon and Dan Padmos each had a home
run and a single and Megan Baker had three
hits in the wi n. Sean Nugent had three hits
and Mike Bennett hit two bombs in the loss.
Wit and Pun embarrassed Keep on
Dreaming 25-0. Where should I start? Ev
eryone had three hits and everyone scored at
least twice for the victors.
Playoffs will begin in two weeks. Check
the schedule for games and times in your
area.

Top teams excel
on softball field
In A-league softball. Candy Coated
Clowns looked impressive as they improved
to 4-0 by crushing Long Balls 17-7. Frank
Walsh had a big day going three for three with
a home run, a triple, and a single. Eric Brown
and John Eck each had three hits in the win.
In other action, Going tothe Show crushed
All Balls Out. Sean Parks and Chad Law
each had three hits and every batter that came
to the plate in the second inning scored for a
total oflO runs.
In the final A-league action of the day,
Three and a Half Beans and White Rice
edged Hairy Softballs, 8-5. Kip Perry had
three hitsand Mo"No Power" Chavez had an
inside the park home run and a single in the
victory. Pete Halmos went three for three for
the "hairy" losers.
In B-leagueaction, the Puke Daddy'sedged
The Freshman 14-8. MikeTolpa, Jim Crocket,
and JeffFluharty each had three hits. The win
may help Puke Daddy's get into the play
offs.
In a high scoring battle, BADNAD edged
Straight Outta Detox 13-12. Brian Pazzi
and Segard Brown each had four hits in the
win while Hector Luna went three for three.
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Betrayed blasts Vikings
out of hockey rink
The much anticipated matchup between
top-ranked Betrayed and last year's champi
ons Vikings turned out to be a mismatch of
major proportion. Betrayed dominated from
start to finish, running away from the Vi
kings by a 7-1 score. Steve Brown's team
increased their 3-0 lead with a three goal
outburst in the final two minutes of the sec
ond period, turning this one into a laugher.
Steve Davis, Ken Ostroski and Steve nailed
twine twice apiece.
Phi Kappa Theta scored the week's big
gest upset, shocking the second ranked
Hansen's 3-1. Tom Gambon may have de
layed playing in his final game, thanks to a
Josh Freedman slapshot with 4:10 remaining
to break a 1-1 tie. Dan Kilkenny, who got his
team's first goal as well, scored an empty
netter to seal Hansen's doom.
Little Men, Big Sticks got an impressive
performance in goal from Matt Nieman and a
timely goal by Kevin Linderman to shade
Huuuge Maulers 1-0and push MarkScelfo's
team tothe brink of elimination. The Maulers
must now beat Lost and Found, forfeit win
ners last week, to advance into the postseason.
Rounding out the A-league were Rumney
and You'll Bleed. Olle Pierrou and Chris
Bemhoft exchanged first and third period
goals to end this game in a 2-2 deadlock. The

IM RANKINGS
as of March 8,1993

tie leaves five of the six division one teams
gunning for the three playoff spotsnext week.
Ties dominated B-league action, as the
Dark Side recorded a pair of them over a
two-hour span. J.D. Choy's team opened
with 1-1 draw against 1st Raf Bad Roys.
Mike Tanghe had spotted 1st Raf a 1-0 lead
with a late second period goal, but the hero
would be Marc Bouchard, who scored the
game-tying goal with just 30seconds remain
ing in regulation.
One hour later the Dark Side concluded
their second tie of the night, a 2-2 affair with
the Delts. Choy's team came back from a 20 deficit (thanks to goals by Joe Costa and
Brian Pozzi) with third period goals by Max
Doubek and Francis Rezes, the latter coming
with 29 seconds remaining.
Rounding out the B-league were
Edmonton Castoflsand Full Metal Grotus.
After a lackluster first period, Leaf Jensen put
Grotus on the board with a tap in early in the
second period. Jensen and John Benupe
extended the lead to three before Mike Lanig
stopped the bleeding in theclosing minutes of
the middle period. The final period saw Mike
Kwee's solo run drive the nail in the coffin,
sending Grotus home with the 4-1 win (be
lieved to be their first ever in IM Hockey
history).

Make a splash Tennis Anyone?
It's time to get back in the pool. The corec innertube water polo season starts Sun
day, March 28. But, entries,accompanied by
the $20 team fee, are due tonight at the 5:30
captains' meeting.
All matches will be played on Sundays and
the three-week regular season will be fol
lowed by a single-elimination playoff.
Sign-up now and get wet!

Entries for the Singles Tennis league are
due tonight by 6 p.m. The entry fee of $4 is
also due at this time.
This semester .competition will be held in
Men's A, Men'sB, Women's Aand Women's
B divisions with play being held on Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings.
The league will last three weeks and will be
followed by a single elimination playoff in
volving all the players.

Ladder action
Co-rec volleyball
limited
preseason rankings

1. All the Right Moves
2. Tight Sets
3. Hopz
4. Gavin Simpson's Team
5.15 and Out

Make

This week in the intramural tennis chal
lenge ladder, no. 4 ranked Boss defeated the
sixth ranked team of Bill Brennan and Matt
Simus6-2,6-1.
There will be no matches the next two
Sundays due to Spring Break. The challenge
ladder will conclude on March 28th.

Your Occasion P

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Three Lefts
Attractive Nuisance
QuickSet
Grumby
Sigma Chi

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Betrayed
Little Men/Big Sticks
Lost and Found
Rumney
Hansen's

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC SOCCER
Scorin' with the Babes
Delta Sigma Pi
Kick N' The Balls
Boomer's Skeletons
Superballs

1.
2.
3.
4.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Three Beans and a Pod
Turtle Puffs
5 Pack
Sandpipers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL
Candy Coated Clowns
Heavy Gumbo
Oedipus Complex II
3 1/2 Beans/White Rice
Going to the Show

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL
Conquistadors
Sigma Chi
PukeDady's
The Freshmen
Straight Outa Detox

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC FOOTBALL
Something Fierce
No Ka Oi
PhiKapps
Dream On
Sigma Chi

IM NOTES:

N

1) Entries for the Indoor Soccer league
are due March 25. 2) There are four
special events left * Mini Btatbalon
(Apr.17). 2x2 Grass Volleyball (Apr, 24),
and Over the Line (May 1),

J
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ADVERTISE WITH
THE VISTA NOW!
YANNIS

» Cadillac Stretch
• Sedans » Buses
• Double Deckers

• Rolls Royce Stretch
Mercedes Beriz Stretch

Largest Limousine
Company
in San Diego

PRESIDENTIAL LIMOUSINE
Since1979

Starti"«",f25/hour

291-2820
2085 Hotel Circle South

24 Hour Service

WEDDING
SPECIAL

AIRPORT
SPECIAL

PARTY
BUSES

Night Out On
The Town

$50 Off

$10 OFF Round Trip

Up to 25 People

1 FREE HOUR

Your Wedding Package

$5 OFF One Way

$25 OFF

($45 V.ilue)
With the I'urch.ise ot Two 1 lours
Book Before 4/ 30, "44

Book Before 4/30/l>3

I I lour Minimum • Hook Before 4 VI

TCP1268P

wants you to move with him to his
new location where the atmosphere
is definitely one of its attractions

CALL FOIL AN APPOINTMENT OR COME AND VISIT!

Suckle the VISTA

"gl^TlCtc
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Election silliness
Walter J. Middleton
Staff Nobody

Top Fourteen
Reasons why the Tram
was replaced by the Van
Tram:
14, Complaints by soror
ity girls that "like
their hair was, like,
getting like messed
jj§ up with the old tram."
13. Made oversized
TRAM sign and didn't
know what to do with
12, Tram is being refur
bished with a new,
more aerodynamic
body, dual overhead
cam engine and mag
wheels.
11, Tram making an
appearance at the
Super Bowl o'
Motocross.
10. Van Tram rhymes
wi th Van Damme,
9. Hit one speed bump
too many.
8. Fatal accident with
palm tree alpng
Marian Way,
7. Feared that Off Beat
Tram will make its
triumphant return.
6. Sick of fat sorority
girls who think
they"re skinny that
always sit in the
back,
5, Went on strike due to
huge egos.
4.

I recently found out that the candidates in
the upcoming elections are not allowed to
take out paid advertisements in our fine news
paper. The VISTA is not even allowed to
mention anyone or the position they are run
ning for. Since the VISTA is no longer a part
of AS, this idea seems completely preposter
ous to me. But before I begin sounding like
one of those cheezy opinion pieces, I'd like to
say, "Be goofy." I mean, the candidates even
have a spending cap for their campaigns. (I
mean, you wouldn't want the hundreds of
special interests at USD to corrupt our young
minds.) Geez, if ever there were a time I
wanted to be Republican. So, in theinterest of

this stupidity, Off Beat would like togive you
our would be endorsements for the upcoming
elections. Warning: The position titles have
been changed and celebrity names will be
used to protect the innocent,
For the all important position of AS Presi
dent, we'd like to endorse Sally Jesse Raphael.
She's a person who knows what problems
really are and how to solve them. I mean,
that's what her TV show is about, right? I'd
like to endorse her but I can't. And I sure wish
she'd take an ad out in our fine paper, but that
could be construed as giving her the advan
tage and we don't want that.
Then there's the position of Vice president
of Goofiness. We'd like to see Claudia Schiffer
win oreven Rob Lowe. These candidates best
represent what this position is all about.
Of course, for Undersecretary to the Pro

Hostile Award
by Kid Handey
Shopping at the Book store isn't that expensive.
Just resist impulse purchases like texts and
workbooks and concentrate on the necessities
like souvenir key chains and photo finishing.

Random ...

People who have met you once and never say,
"Hi,"to you again aren't conceited, they simply
don't feel you are worthy.
. . . Thoughts
by Nanci Hibschman

Off Beat Officially endorses:
Hostile Man — AS President

:. Traded to Minnesota
H for two Infielders
and a player to be
named later,
2. Left early to go to
Lauderdale for
Spring Break to
chase babe trams.
1. Went on sabbatical
to rediscover itself.

vost of the Manager for the Committee on
Garage Bands and Speakers Who Will Even
tually say, "No!" I'd like to vote for Richard
Gere.
For Vice Person of the Rectangular Chair
on Financial Matters, we'd like to endorse
James Baker , but it's against our nature to
endorse a Republican for anything. Besides,
he was much better at Secretary of State.
Finally, in the position of Student Rela
)
tionships and Huge Egos Committee, we'll
endorse the most outspoken person of them
all, Robin Leach.
So, if we can't be mention who is running
then I guess we can't tell who won because
that'd be unfair to the losers. And why not
have everybody be a winner and scrap the
elections?!

Bill McGowan — Handsome Man
Nanci "Off Beat Babe" Hibschman — Babe of the Year
Pancho and Luke — Vice-President of Cafeteria Phlegm
Write us in on your ballot.
We want to represent you.
We want to spend your money. We don't care what you want! We'll make cheezy promises we
can't keep!

This week's award goes
to Jen "Off Beat Babe
Marathon Runner"
McCann. Jen ran a full
marathon and came in
58th place among the
women!
Congratulations, Jen!
You're Number One in
our hearts here at Off
Beat.
Honorable Mention
goes to Dave Sullivan the
faithful VISTA adviser
who sticks with us even
though we never listen to
his critiques!
Hostile Man's official

Party reviews, bra!
Off Beat disclaimer part 6, article 3,
section 1: Brown nosing Off Beat party
reviewers is always beneficial for a
good review, bral
AS Ice Skating Thang: Good job, AS
Social Board! This Off Beat editor had
a great time! Hats off to Doug Meier
and staff! Hostile Rating of 4.

(w) (m)C^)(^)

Hostile Man wishes you a good break!
Party hardy, bral
I'm Bill McGowmn I still might go out with
you! x2790

X

Suzy asks:

>

In toothpaste commer
cials, why is there never
any toothpaste on the
toothbrush?
by Suzy Robertson

FRY YOUR
BODY/ NOT
YOUR BRAIN*
ENCHANTED ISLE
©N^>

outof ?OI4j Qn a Cornrr>°^ore cru,s&

From San Diego
To Puerto Vallarta,

iweek ,s

b^een °" °'

Mazatlan,
tot'°n

^efern^0^1^

Cabo San Lucas
p°Sitio"^ maximumfaYsUpto

*<** or four

body

bro<*ers Pe' Q6(n

TELL *lAUr* |>0
FROM

0ne p<*e.

TAni

Se,e„

A H,K*.

•199
per

COMMODORE §§§ CRUISE LINE
Eastern and Western Caribbean * Yucatan • Mexican Riviera
wmf person e™r«

0

Call your Local TRAVEL AGENT for Reservsations

ALBUM REVIEWS...
Stone Temple Pilots,
Therapy?, Infectious
Grooves, and more.

MOVIES
Lou Diamond Phillips plays
an Eskimo in "Shadow of the
Wolf."

EVENTS

B

Sea World and Navy join to
help educate children with
new satellite system

USD's Weekly

to Entertainment

I

|

1
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Go out and catch Phish

'

ed kotnik
Staff Writer

Catch some Phish! ed kotnik
I was introduced toPhish through a
friend,Tim Delaney from San ta Cruz,
who was planning on going to their
conceit Heexplainedhowgieatthey
were in concenand when I asked him
what they sound like, hegave me an
odd look. Tim's look of uncertainty
wasshortlyfollowedbyashrug. And
the shrug in turn was followed by.
"They're really great"
Tim went on to explain that the
Vermont-based band Ls kind of jazz
like, but not really. Then he said that
they have their own style and, in his
opinion, that was the best way to
describe Phish. Tim's explanation
didn't help me out any, but it sure
made me curious.
After hearing A Picture of
Nectar and Rft, Phish's most recent
releases, I do agree with Tim whenhe
says that Phish doesn't really fit any
one genre. I have to say that I was
trying to categorize the CDs into a
musical style, but I found that impos
sible.

"N

Just for kicks in concerts, Jon'Tubbs"
Fishman, the drummer and trombonist,
alsoplaysavacuumcleaner. Ifanything
at all sets Phish aside, it must be the
vacuum cleaner. It all started with a
drunken dare when Fishman was chal
lenged toplay the household appliance.
"Probably a million fools have made
noises with their mouths on vacuum
cleaners, but how many are deranged
enough topresentittopeople? I took
it to practice the next day [after the
C, dare] and we were rolling on the
Cr floor,
soltookitto
V*

the next
gigandwewere
rolling on the
stage laughing," Fishman said.
Phish hasexpanded its audience much
the same as my experience with Tim.
Since they formed their band nineyears
ago, they havechosentosleerclearfrom
the traditional routes to success in the
music business. The prosperity ofPhish

Navy educates
with "Jason IV"
• Sea World and Navy join to
teach the importance of science

basically lies in the fans who havesupprated them from the get-go. The word
ofmouth hasbeen Phish'spublicity plan
and it has been quite successful.
Long beforePhish signed with Elektra
Records in late 1991, they had mysteri
ously, but successfully established a
strong fan base. By playing gigs which
they booked themselves, Phish baited
the hookfor their widerangeoflistcners.
The band was warmly greeted as the
rooms for their shows got progressively
biggerandbigger. Theirnon-traditional
climb to national awarenessis mirrored
in their music.
The only real honest way to describe
Phish's music is to provide words and
expressions in the same manner that
Phish plays their music: complete ran
dom continuity, improv, acoustic and
electric expression, horns and drums,
just whatever feels right, voices inter
woven likeanother instruments,chaotic
order, live and raw for the fans, delectablemorselsofmusical notes,zanyfree
flowing electricity, collision of lyrics
between honesty and delirium.
A Picture of Nectar, Phish's first ma
jor label release in 1991, is invigorating
and the furthest thing from dull. The
rhythms found in thiscollection are wild

riftsof feeling meandering through fields first bar gig, even though they lacked
both experience and acomplete play
of funk, jazz, bluegrass, and soul.
The lyrics also wander into lands of list. This just shows how Phish has
the unknowable. In many songs, the evolved and expanded over the years
only coherencefound in the lyrics is the but they rememberwhere they started.
Phish's latest album, R f t , is a bit
rhyme scheme. A perfect example of
differentfrom theirlast Thistimethe
guys of Phish did not produce the
album themselves, but instead Barry
Beckett (Dire Straits, Bob Dylan,
Aretha Franklin) guided the Ver
mont quartet. Beckett helped Phish
to create an album with coherence
and continuity.
R f t has a plot toit rather than being
totally random like A Picture of Nec
tar. Itisbasicallyaboutaguy lying in
bed thinking of a rift that he is expe
riencing with his lover. It isan inter
the free flowing method is the beginning esting idea and it isobvious that Phish
of the song "Stash": "Pulling the pave enjoys writing and singing about an
ment from under my nails/1 brush past image to which they can all relate.
a garden, dependent on whales/ The
Phish will be playing at the Univer
sloping companion I cast down theash/ sity ofRedlands' Greek Ampithcatre
Yanked on my tunic and dangled my on Friday, March 19 at 8 p.m. All
stash." Random? Yes, quite odd. And seats arcS15 in advance,orS17at the
yes, I couldgo on for about an hour and gate. The University ofRedlands is
29 seconds (that's how long the CD is). locatedoffthe 10 freeway,eastof San
The album is appropriately dedicated Bemadino, on UniversityStreet For
to Nectar Rotris, the proprietor of a bar more information, call (909) 793in Burlington. Nectar gave Phish their 2121 x2332 or (909)~335A046.

Second-guessing the Eskimos
I Poor production leaves a lot to be desired in "Shadow of the Wolf'
but the production (given the nebulously large
budget) leaves a lot to be desired.
The film is not entirely bad. The casting Ls
intelligent,for the most part.Lou Diamond Phillips
is believable as Agaguk; his dark features and wild
hair lend themselves to the role well, and his
portrayal of the pensive hunter is memorable.
Donald Sutherland is also very good as the "hate
ful white guy," the fur traderHenderson. Toshiro
Mifune as Kroomak andJennifer Tilly as Igiyook
(the aforementioned contested woman) are also

Matt Morgan

Matt Morgan

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

A U.S. Navy research project called "Ja
son IV" will be transmitted by satellite to
school children and park visitors watching
from Sea World's Window to the Sea theater,
one of only 30 sites throughout thecountry to
recieve the broadcast.
"We are very excited thatthe Navy selected Sea
Worid to host this educational project," says Sea
World Director of Education Joy Wolf. "The
cooperativeeffratgivesusaspecialopportunityto
bring oceanography to life."
Broadcast from the Navy research vessel Laney
Chouest, anchored off thecoast of Baja Califor
nia, the Jason IV project consists of divas and
researchers studying biological and geological
processes in theGulfof California In theGuaymas
Basin, a team of oceanographers will send "Ja
son," a remotely operated robot submarine, 11/2
miles underwater to study how marineorganisms
at that depth are capable of surviving in super
heated water, immense pressure and total dark
ness. At thesame time,another team of research
ers, working in San Ignacio Lagoon (600 miles
south of San Diegoon the Pacific Coast), will be
studying migratory habits, metabolism andphysiology of California gray whales.
"The basic idea [behind Jason]," said Navy
Commander Ty Aldinger, "is to draw children
that math and science are important and that they
are useful,not frightening subjects." Commander
Aldinger serves as Commanding Officer of the
Naval Oceanography Command Facility at NAS
North Island, which is responsible for the Navy's
participation in the Jason IV Project.
The Jason IV project is being broadcast to 30
locations throughout the nation, among them
many schoolsand museums. It will give students
the opportunity toask questions 'live" by satellite
to the researchers working in theGulf. Hopefully,
it will foster a greater appreciation for science as
a career.
The Jason IV Project will send transmissions
three times daily to Sea World's Window to the
Sea theater through SaL, March 13, so hurry!

Predispositions toward charity, not withstand
ing the noticeable lack of advertising or press
releases for "Shadow of the Wolf' should have
served as an omen.
The film is billed as "an epic saga of survival in
the Arctic," and is easily forgettable primarily
because it unsuccessfully tries to steal elements
from any number of recent films. The
fact that"Shadow" is billed as the most
expensive Canadian film ever made
leads one to wonderwhat kind of cheap
films our northern neighbors have been
making all these years.
"Shadow of the Wolf," (or more
appropriately "Shadow of a Film") set
in Canada's Northwest Territories in
1935, stars Lou Diamond Phillips as
Agaguk, an Inuit hunter who is con
stantly trying to prove himself to his
overbearing, aging father. He is also
trying to"win" his intended wife from
his father,Chief Kroomak,who has his
lecherous heartseton thesame woman.
In addition, "Shadow ofthe Wolf'sets g JJ
ADOW OF THE WO
up a culture-clash between the tradition-rich Inuits and the oveizealous white fur cast well in their roles.
The majority of the film's action takes place
traders who want to take over the Inuits' land. In
after
Agaguk hasa heated argument with a white
this respect, the film comes across as a notfur
trader
and kills the man. Agaguk's father
particularly-memorable Arctic rip-off of "Black
disowns
him
and banishes him toa life alone on
Robe,"a film that was similarly under-advertised
the
tundra,
away
from the protection of thecamp.
but proved to be the sleeper hit of 1991.
The main reason for the film's relative failure Further,heshamesAgagukby in vokingthe"white
lies in its technical weakness. The dialogue, like wolf' (a double entendre to the white man) to
the rest of the film, Ls based on the best selling relentlessly hunt his banished son, hence the
novel, "Agaguk", by Yves Thieraulti Unfortu film's title. Much of the film's imagery alternates
nately, it does not translate well to film - it was between the white wolf and the white hunters
broken and weak. In addition, the camera work looking for Agaguk on the tundra. Again, the film
consisted of many strange angles on what, in would have moved better if the script werestron
many cases, were straight shots. The cinematog ger, since it was possible to predict the actions of
raphy, given the beautiful Arctic terrain, could every character fairly accurately.
"Shadow of the Wolf'does have its moments,
have been superb i f not for excessive creativity on
the part of thecameramen. Conceptually, the film however unintentional they appear to be. Early in
appears strong, and it is easy to see how the the film,for instance,apolar bearattacks Agaguk's
original novelsold so well. The story isengaging, igloo. How the hunter manages to kill the 11-

foot high bear with one jab from a small knife
isanyone's guess, butat this point the audience
was laughing hysterically at the high likeli
hood (NOT!!)of such an occurrance. It is even
more mysterious when one considers the fact
that Agaguk is able to slay the bear, but can't
ward off a wolf no larger than a German
Shepherd!
Probably due to the weak script, the dialogue
is often amusing when, presumably, it is not
meant to be. Atone point in the film, the Inuits
are trying to run Henderson out of
theircamp,and havehimsurrounded.
"You're thinking of killing me," the
fur trader proclaims weakly."We're
thinking of killing you," return the
Inuits.
If nothing else, "Shadow of the
Wolf' succeeds as a documentary,
of sorts, of a culture that doesn't
recieve much attention. There are
many informative, if silent, sequenceson such topicsasigloo build
ing, making scrimshaw (ivory etch
ing) and whale hunting. Unfortu
nately, even these segments lack the
benefit of a good narrative by David
or James Earl Jones.
L F Attenborough
Even more unfortunate is the fact
that the film is not directly intended to be a
documentary!
"Shadow of the Wolf' is merely the victim
of bad production. The story wasstrong and the
cast was believable, but the weak screen writing
made the film ultimately interminable. Fortu
nately, this "epic" didn't occupy the requisite
three hours usually taken by films of this na
ture. In fact, it lasted less than two hours, to the
delight of the restless audience. Next time,
perhaps the Canadian film industry will put
more of its budget into film direction and less
into fur clothes and firearms.
On the usual rating scale of cars (Ferrari F40
to Pinto), "Shadow of the Wolf' rolls off the
line as (what else?) a Sterling 825. Sure, it looks
nice, but it is beset by problems. Look around
-- there's probably a better way to spend your
money.

March 11,1993
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Therapy?
Nurse
A&M
•••1/2
NEXT BIG THING ALERT!!!
NEXT BIG THING ALERT!!! Yes,
music industry insiders and outsiders, in
their lust for discovering the next Nir
vana a Red Hot Chili Peppers, have
bestowed die altema-God tag on an
other band and that band is Ireland's
Therapy?.
After dishing
out a heapin'
helpin' of angry
guitars on their
1/4 Stick records
American debut,
Caucasian Psy
chosis, they were
quickly snatched
up by A&M
records. With the
recent release of
their A&M de
but, Nurse, the
great hype ma
chine assures us
that Michael
Jackson's record
of 14 million
sales of Thriller
should fall by
weeksend. Godbless the record indus
try.
With all this hype, it would beeasy to
dismiss Nurse as yet another dose of
fluff from some snot-nosed,overblown
Brits who think thatJohnny Lydon and
Mick Jones are still leadersin commu
nicating punk-rock rage. However, I
already told you they were from Ire
land, stupid. And fluff Nurse ain't
While it is a far cry from the searing
anger-as-energy of Psychosis (which,
incidentally, you should go buy this
instant) it usesapersonal,introspective
spin on its negative emotions. This is
not tosay wehave another Morissey on
our hands; they just put a very human
face on theirinnovative, driving sound.
Lyrically, Nurse can betidily summed
up in the album's opening cut "Nau
sea," with the chorus "Don't want to

feel anymore."
From the ska-fueled rythms of
"Teethgrinder" and "Hypermania,"to
the slow, sad stylings of the albums's
first single"Gone," Therapy? is a band
whosemusicdcfiescategorization. The
best term I can come upwith is"guitar
rock", but rest assured Nurse won't
come free with your subscription to
Entertainment Weekly. To cop a line
from Spin, they sound like "Ministry
played by human beings." Still, with
themorestripped-downsoundofNur.se
is lacking something. Whereas Psy
chosis (which, incidentally, you should
go buy this instant) is over the top, the
songs on Nurse seem always on the
verge of exploding, but let down just
when you think theycould really inflict
some heavy damage. Maybethis criti
cism is due to my personal musical
taste. Sufficeittosaythatthisisagood
album by a very good band that de
serves your immediate attention.

—Sterling Callier
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Grant Lee Buffalo
Fuzzy
Slash
••
Sometimes it pays to stick to the basics.
This is a rule that Grant Lee Buffalo
would do well to follow if its debut
album Fuzzy (Sire) is any indication.
While many bands these days are mak
ing strange musicalexperiments, Grant
Lee Buffalo is one of those that is,
unfortunately, horribly ill-conceived. It

isan honorable thing foraband to try to
invent its own sound, but fusing punk
withfolkrockisabad idea tobegin with!
Grant Lee Buffaloconsists of singer/
guitarist Grant Lee Phillips, bassist Paul
Kimble and drummer Joey Peters, who
has garnered some acclaim through his
work with notable bluesman John Lee
Hooker. Heand Phillips began playing
together in 1986, and bassist Kimble
joined the band in 1989.
Considering that the band hada repu
tation in its formative years for changing
its name from one show to the next, it
probably should come as no surprise
that their album isas patently lame as it
is.
'One night we'd be sorta' "GoGo
Futurists," then it was"Dustbowl Dan
dies," says Grant Lee Phillips. "But at
the end of the show, the music we'd
always come back to was the stuff that
became GrantLee Buffalo. Those were
the most natural for us to play."
One honestly wonders how many
people were in theaudience at theend of
theseshows.The press releaseforFuzzy
describes the music as"a drunken night
spent in an antique store." Is that sup
posed tobeacompliment? While listen
ers may raise thisquestion, it is nonetheless an accurate description. The last
time I heard anything that sounded this
muddled was while under heavy
anaestheticafter
having had my
wisdom teeth
extracted.
Fuzzy, adver
tised as"asanctum of the
absurd.,.with a
songbook
penned by a
Ouija board,"
really doesn't
leave one with
very favorable
impressions.
Fuzzy defies
G R A N T
accurate de
scription. Its 11 songs are as diverse a
collection as are likely to be found this
side of the moon. The band sounds like
an unholy combination of the worst
elementsof Jethro Tull, Pink Floyd,Poi
DogPonderingandNeilYoungall rolled
into one disturbing package. They ap
pear tosteal elements from each ofthese
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performers, however unsuccessful tire
end result may be.
Phillips' vocal style is unique.Sort of
a cross between Neil Young and Sting.
His talents are not without merit in and
of themselves, but the lack of strong
songwriting and general sense of musi
cal confusion on the part of the band do
not lend themselves to a strong record.
To think that Fuzzy is the wcxk of pre
sumably sober musicians is dishearten
ing — with one exception. Ironically,
the song "Fuzzy" is brilliant. A simple,
beautiful ballad, thesong works because
it sticks to the tried and true formula,
showcasing what the band iscapable of
on the rare occasions when theyget thenheads outof the clouds.
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Infectious Grooves
£ •
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Sarsippius' Ark
Epic
•••1/2

"Nooky, nooky, I'll try her
cookie!" is one example of the
many eloquent lyrics found in
the the new Infectious Grooves
STONE?
album, Sarsippius'Ark. It is the
long-awaited follow-up to their
1991 debut, The Plague That
Makes Your Booty Move.
making a fortune. A more common
The all-star cast; including
word for this is sellout.
Suicidal Tendencies' MikeMuir
For God's sake, Stone Temple (vocals), Robert Trujillo (bass),
Pilots used to be a San Diego band! and Stephan Perkins (drummer)
Previously called MightyJoe Young, of Jane's Addiction; creates an
they were swept up by a major label unusual sound. The slapping,
—Matt Morgan
- probably fora nice chunk of dough funky base lines, combined with
- and their sound changed (accord adrenaline-pumping heavy gui
ingly with their name). Low Pop tar riffs and perplexing percus
sions, sounds like an
orgy of Metallica, The
Electric Love Hogs ,
Low Pop Suicide
Flea and Lawrence
On The Cross of Commerce
Welk. They are not
World Domination
conveying a message
or trying to save the
•••
whales and their lyr
ics
do not have any
Stone Temple Pilots
|deep serious meaning.
Core
|They are just a group
Atlantic
2 of musicians who got
•••1/2
? together to jam.
|These jams are hot
g like salsa picante;
Remember around a year and a
|they drove me to
half ago when groups like
Soundgarden, Nirvana and Pearl Jam L O W P O P
S U I C I D E throw large, pressed
wood furniture off
were just breaking through to the
mainstream? Well, time has come Suicide is still in the early stages, but Maher Hall. Listening to this
again to put on your popular music you can almost smell the glazed lay album gives you a natural high
helmets of change and journey be overs while listening loOnThe Cross unlike any other.
of Commerce.
yond the Seattle scene.
The band's songs are very
The two recent releases are above original, except for two cover
Low Pop Suicide and Stone
average and have a solid foundation songs they did — the "Immi
to blow off a couple hundred thou grant Song" by Led Zeppelin
sand copies, combined. Especially in and "Fame" by John Lennon and
the case of Core."Dead & Bloated," David Bowie. Trujillo demon
and "Sex Type Thing" have the per strates his remarkable talent on
fect pop formula that is common in the bass guitar, especially in
that of... mightl say, Alice In Chains? "The Immigrant Song."
Others tracksecho ancient ballads of
Bon Jovi.
L.P.S. has a quicker, goofier, al
most speed metal edge to it that is
enhanced on "Kiss Your Lips" and
"My Way." Both songs are excep
Temple Pilots have come up with a tional, partially due to re-production
secondgenerationoffast,hardrockin' by Dave Ogilvie of Skinny Puppy.
\i%£.
It's alla good batch o' tunes,but the
metal with a touch of grunge, but
neither brings the detail or excep lyrics are boring. Nothing but the
tional quality to their overall content three R's: Repetition, repetition and
as those multi-platinum groups of repetition.
Both bands seem to want to
Seattle have in the past Both are
executed and produced well. The capitalize on anything they can
If you haven't heard
difference is, they have tried so hard get their hands on. From L.P.S. Sarsippius, you're in for a real
to fit top 40 criteria, that it's like they drummer, Jeff Ward's experi surprise. Sarsippius is the nar
ence performing with rator of the whole album. He's a
Ministry, Nine Inch scaly, green amphibian who
Nails, Revolting Cocks sounds like Damian Wayans
and Lard, to S.T.P. vo doing his impersonation of a
calist, Weiland's imper drunk bum on In Living Color.
sonation of Alices' Layne Sarsippius will "guide you to
Stanley, these guys are set the high tones, low tones, midfor the next five to ten years range, DBS range, Sock-it-to-me
as long as their albums keep range, busted out like raw sushi.
moving. And that is the To clear that nasty, sticky, funky,
only thing that matters — junky wax out your ears with some
how many albums you sell, infectogrooveolistico high bred,
J right!?!
high octane, jams." He usually
| 1 can't help but think makes comments like these in be
j* what the future will bring tween songs as sort of a comic
° and will it be more of the relief "thang."
L E E
B U F F A Li LI
same. The days of grunge
Overall I believe if you want an
were probably only a marketing album with spunk Jazz and a funky
are doing it just to do that: Fit in.
Sure, what they have done makes scheme but I know that at least hard-rock rhythm, go out and buy,
money and I would be a fool if 1 told there, I can find musicians that are win or even steal this album be
you that was wrong. I mean, every true to their work.
cause I guarantee you will reach a
Thanks to Jenna Wilson for in magical state of Nirvana by lis
one has to make a living somehow.
But in the music business, there is a spiring and down right nagging me tening to Sarsippius and his
fine, sometimes indistinguishable, to review these albums.
gang.
line between making a living and
—Chris Woo
—Mike Sarkissian
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Point Loma Tan
523-9220

Visa/Mastercard
-5 minutes from USD!
-expires March 28,1993
-Wolff Tanning System
-Not good w/ any other offer
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3555 Rosecrans St. Suite 203 San Diego, CA 92110
(Rubio's/Wells Fargo shopping center)

CLASSIFIED
Counselors: Camp Wayne , brother/sister
camp, N.E Pennsylvania. 6/22-8/20/93
All sports, water, and cultural activities.
Many positions available. On campus
interviews- TUESDAY, April 13th
Sign- up: Sierra Hall, Rm. 202C
516-889-3217
12 Allevard St.
Lido Beach,N.Y. 11561

PAID INTERNSHIPS!
(POSITIONS LIMITED)

||

Applications/Interviews being
taken now for the best summer
business internship and training
you can find Earn $6-16,000
while managing your branch of
UNIVERSITY PAINTING
PROFESSIONALS
during Summer 1993
Call 1 -800-525-5877. TODAY!

Spring Break on the Lake

4 Days/ 3 Nights for $49 per person
MTV & Lake Havasu-Bring your
concerts & daily beach events
Reggae Sunsplash, Venus model search
and Much Much More.
-House boats still available-Space is limitedCall (714) 222-1234
Info / Reservations

Greeks and Clubs
RAISE A COOL
$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK!
Plus $1000 for the member who calls!
No obligation. No cost And a free
Igloo cooler if you qualify. Call

1-800-932-0528 ext. 65

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a lot of Macintosh for an affordable price.

The best investments
start with inside informatioa
Built-in i>ideo support lets
you add up to a 16"Apple' display
with 256 colors.

Add up to seven external hard disk
drives, scanners or other devices through
the SCSI port.

It runs over 4,000 Macintosh
programs, which all work in the same,
consistent, intuitive way.
A built-in SuperDrive" disk drive
reads from and writes to Macintosh- and
MS-DOS-formatted disks.
A screaming 25 MHz 68030
microprocessor helps the Macintosh
L/C lit computer run up to 50%faster
than its best-selling predecessor.

Its internal disk drive comes in
three big sizes: 40MB, 80MB or 160MB.
So you can store bis of papers,
letters, notes, ideas.

4MB of RAM is standard.
For complex graphics or engineering
programs, you can even expand
your LC up to 36MB.

The new Apple Macintosh LC HI.

When you know what we've built into the new Macintosh' LC III
computer, its low price tag looks even better. It's the successor to Apple's
top-selling personal computer-the Macintosh LC II. And it has even
more speed, power and flexibility. Plus built-in networking, built-in file

sharing and more. See the new Macintosh LC III today by visiting your
Apple Campus Reseller.Where you'll get special student pricing, as well as
service during college* And discover the power of Macintosh.The
power more college students choose. The power to be your best!

For more information please visit the

USD Bookstore or call 260-4552

Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm Friday, 9am-4pm, Saturday, 9am-4pm
•UrrictbambbkonhfromAppUljmpmRcsdlmvbiitomAppUMboTi^SmiaiPmirJm. ®1993We Computer. Ittc Ml rights nmvtd rnle. toe hpplr logo. Maantosbmut Tbe power to be)bur batart rvgislemiIwlemrrks of.Vple Computer. Inc.
SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation

